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Preface
This publication was .prepared primarily to update elementary teachers'

knowledge of childien's stories dealing with economic ideas and related social -
,studies concepts. The itnotated descriptions of children's stories and the selected
articles and resource reerences included in this bibliography can provide valuable
information ts) the classroom teacher and curricitkim specialist,. This book repres-
ents a substantial revision and expansion of two lier bibliographies distributed
by the Joint Council on Economic Education.

One hundred thirty-eight new stories not previously,annotated arearnong the
nearly 200 included in this revised edition. It is anticipated that the St. Cloud
Center will provide a continuing service to the educational community by periodi-

cally updating this bibliographic reference. Taelt-ers-Tlibranans an

are invited to send their suggestions for additions to:
'

National Depository of Children's Stories. in Economics
Center for Economic Education
Saint Cloud State University
Saint Cloud. Minnesota 56301

We are grateful to Professors Andrew T. Nappi and William Luksetich ofthe
St. Cloud State University Center for Economic Education and to Profesior
George Dawson of Empire State College's Center for Economic Education for
their efforts in developing this publication. We are also indebted to the many
teachers and school librarians who recommended stories they found to be effective

in the teaching of economics in the elenientary grades. Publication and distribution
of this- volume is made possible in part by a contribution from McDonald's
Corpor4ion. The authors are solely responsibre-Thrits-contar

April 1978 S. STOWELL SYMMES

- Joint C9uncil on Economic Education
Director of Curriculum
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Introduction
Elementary school teachers have become increasingly .aware that children's

stories proidde a_valuable resource for teaching fundamental economic ideas.'
Children's literature is rich in the use of economic ideas and provides unlimited

. opportunities, for young people to _relate the experiences they encounter to the
economic world. Children's experiences are as wide in scope as life itself and the
stories, even-the fairy-tales they read, can help young people to discover the
relation bay* their own experiences and, their economic environment.

TheCenter for Economic Education at St. Cloud State University, being
designated as the National Depository zr i ldren's Stories in Econotnics, revised
and expanded the previous (1973) bs I ography of children's stories to include
more current reading materials dealing with the topic. Toward"-this end, Center
personnel read and reviewed as many of the children's stories which incorporated
economic ideas. as were readily available.

IN second major reason for expanding this publication is to assist teachers and
librarians in selecting appropriate stories for the enrichment of student learning in
economic education. This latest revision of Learning Economics Through Chil-
dren's Stories not only contains descriptive summaries of books (excluding class-
room textbooks), but also includes surveys of articles and research on the teaching
of economics at the elementary (K-6) level. Students of different abilities can be
encouraged to reacl jri an area of persbnal interest as well as in areas more closely
connected to classroom lessons.

Although many of the stories annotated in this publication were t written
specifically for the purpose of teaching economics, baiic economic id can be
drawn from their story content. Elementary teachertwill find the stories he ful in
reinforcing basic economic concep4 taught within the context of the lar
instructional program, The stories are intended to enlarge the students' unders d-

- ing of fundamental economic ideas and to relate children's experiences to th
ideas. .

The vast number and quality of children's stories created each year makes any
publication on the subject quickly dated. We realize that many more stories which
emphasize economic ideas could haVe been added to this. bibliography. In addi-
tion, the interests of young people and the experiences they have will continue to
change and tvinfluenee authors to write more bdoks as 4 response to those
changes. With this in mind, the 'Center will continue, tcr collect information and
review books so that the bibliography can be updated: ERIC documents and
professional journals such as The Reading Teacher, Language Arts, and the Horn
Book magazine provide extensive listings of stories which will facilitate the task of
revising this bibliography. Individual publishing houses, too,,diatribute catalogs
which contain annotations of new books, indicating selections appropriate for
young people.

_Significant Insights
Children's stories are an integral part of the eleinentary teaching-learning
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experience and have become a major vehicle for teachers to expand and articulate
both. cognitive and affective instructional goals. As this bibliography was being
prepared, the project developers gained a number of insights from the experience
_which seem important enough to pass on to others. ,

1. .Childreb's stories influence tole awareness. They often deal with real-
life expexiences which enable young. people to become conscious that they are
active participants in the economic process. It is during the early formative years,
when the child has btundless curiosity and arrearnest desire for answers to many
"why" questions, that the preparations for adult roles in the economic process
begin. Through the stones they read, children can be introduced to a wider range of
economic experiences and practices than might otherwise be possible.

. 2. Children's stories provide motivation for learning. The wide variety of -
.content coverage in all areas of human concern, which children's stories attempt to .
communicate, can help to generate enthusiasm for studying basic facts about
issues and problems that bear economic significance. With the avalanche of new
stories cleated each year, the opportunity is rapidlytiffiproving for identifying
applopriate stories that appeal to a wide range of student interests and yet em-

.

phasize basic economic ideas.
3. Children's stories affect attitudes. Through observation and participation

children begin at an early age to acquire attitudes and knowledge about economic
life. Young children observe the economic behavior of their parents and neighbors
when they accompany them on shopping trips or watch them at work. Children are
often directly involved in economic activity through purchasing activities, such as
comparing the prices and contents f various products they buy; throughschool
savings programs; and through !.vo ng at small jobs in the home. Stories can also
help children to gain feelings articipation in the economic process which can
importantly affect their personal lives. Young people through their reading may
develop empathy fOr 'the difficult economic choices faced by their families, and
this may even spread to include those faced by real-life decision-makers in the c,
larger economy. .

4. Children's.stories provide opportunities for personal growth. The avail-
ability children's stories in the classroom helps young people to sharpen their
literary Ils. Currenk research on the topic.suggests that stories lend support to
concep altdevelopme4and vocabulary expansion. Although the effectiveness of
or preference, for children's books over basal readers has not been fully
.established, research findings have shown how]trade books can be,used to enrich a
variety of curriculum areas and to promote literacy.

Criteria for Inclusimi
The criteria followed for the se lection for exclusion). of children's stories

found in this bibliography are listed below:
1. The selections had to meet the following working definition established

by the Center for the term "story ":
.

story is a narrative description of a happeni4 or connected series of
happenings, whether true or fictitious, written in prose.

Stories included in educational magagines, news ar6cles, journals or basic
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textbooks used for classroom. instruction.were not annotated. Only narrative
accounts written for-the library.and bookstore market rather (han for text useas

apart of a series of graded instructional books were reviewed and annotated by the
project developers.

2. The reading level had to-be suitable for the elementary. (K-6) grades.
Each story reviewed in this publication was classified by 'grade level. A stand-
ardized readability formula was used to determine the level of readingdifficulty.1

, The stories had to illustrate economic concepts or principles. This gave'
the prolect a very wide range of stories to review, from those confined to a single
concept to others that dealt with broad topics or issues. However, no matter how
broad or narrow the range of story content, at a minimum the stories emphasize
basic aspects and dimensions of economic knowledge related to children's every-
day experiences.

4. The selections had to have general application-to some part of the total
elementary school' curriculum. Many of the stories reviewed contain examples of
economic concepts which can be appropriately reinforced and strengthened in the
context of an arithmetic, spelling or science lesson; other stories may be more
effectively utilized by the teacher to articulate and enrich economic understandings
developed in the social studies program. This criterion for inclusion was wide
enough to accommodate many teacher-needs and yet sufficiently narrow to give the
bibliography a central focus.,

5. Stories with a copyright date of 1970 or later received first priority for
inclusion. Children's stories with earlier copyright dates were reviewed and
included in this bibliography .at the discretion of the prbject developers. Many of
the stories excluded were out of print and not readily available for classroom use.

Suggestions for Classroom Use .

Using children's stories effectively in The classroom means using them as a
supplement to, rather than a substitute for, the instructional program. The reviews
in this publication were prepared specifically to assist teachers in communicating
and expanding basic economic ideas already included in their school curriculum.
To maximize the impact of stories in the classroom, therefore, may require as
much teacher preparation time as any other instructional techniques, a change in
the teacher's approach to instruction, and supporting resource and curricular
materials. Thefollowing suggestions may help the teacher to decide how and when
to use stories as curricular supplements..

1. As introductions to lessons or uitits of instruction: Obviously, the teacher
must understand and precisely specify the 'economic concepts.students will be
expected to know at the conclusion of the lesson. Once the basic concepts are
identified and carefully defined and the teacher has become familiar with the boOks
the children will read, the story content can be more closely articulated with the
unit of study being undertaken. Some key lead-off questions should then ,

developed that provide a point of departure and focus on economic concepts.
These questions should be few in number, explicit, well thought out ;and specific

'George H. Maginnis. The Readability Graph and Informal Reading Inventories," The Reading
Teacher. 22. no. 6 (March 1969).



in purpose. InC addition, lead-off questions should ,place greater emphasis on
thought Kocessei that extend beyond the memory category than on rote informa-
tion recaii. Such questions require the students to use economic ideas as well as
remember them and give the teacher opportunity to expand the students' under-

ding of these ideas during the instructional phase. '
' 2. As a culminating activity:. The teacher can often maximize the value of

stOriesby using them at the end of the lesson or unit of study in.order to solidify
economic concepts taught during the instructional program. In thi&way, less able
Students may gain greater understanding of the economic idealbecause they
become( related to the children's individual backgrounds and experiences. Simi-
larly, the stories may lead high-ability students to more sophisticated and relevant
inquiry, Careful attention must also be given to the period right after the unit of
study is completed. At that point the teacher can guide student learning by
selecting appropriate reading materials and by having ready follow-up study
questions tailored to the needs of students. In this way students can be assured of
ledning experiences which accommodate their differences in intellectual ability,
interest and aptitude., Oerhaps the greatest amount of economic learning occurs
when students provided with .the opportunity to build upon the outcomes of
instruction ugh personally morixated reading. Stories selected on the basis of
prior learning and understanding are a means of letting students experience events
or perhaps even gain insights/ in a personal way,

3. As a complete lesSon or unit: Depending upon the instructional
techniques empl yed or the educational objectives ertilphasized; it may be appro-
priate to develo? minilessons upon the economic concepts gleaned from the
stories childre express an i erest in reading. Greater motivation and knowledge

I can often be ained from e lesson when students are given an opportunity to
select the co nt areas to studied. Certainly, this approach demands more from
the teacher ince it require greater flexibility in method and careful organization.
To begin %kith 0...the teache can make available a variety of books dealing with
economietopics and can take thte to familiarize students with the content and level
of difficiilty of each story. This will help to guide children toward reading stories
closely related to their interests and capabilities and may guard against frustration
and embarrassment caused by inappropriate- story content or reading level. After
the students have read several stories, the teacher' should solicit suggestions
concerning the topics orideas the children would like to study in more detail. The

., topics stiould be recorded on the chalkboard. It i4 important clearly to define and
articulate the ideas students suggest.in order to provide study topics with a central
focus. Students can then be asked (individually or in groups) to select for further
investigation a topic which is of particular interest to them.

4. As follow -up learning activities: After students have discussedeconoauc
ideas introduced in connection with an enjoyable instructional unit, they
may want to continue reading on an economic topic. It may even be that some
students have been motivated to write their own narratives expressing economic
ideas they learned about.In either situation, it is essential that the teacher carefully
plan bollOw-up learning activities to accommodate new interests and concerns that
may develop from the educational programs undertaken. Children's stories can
meet this planning need: Since any delay in providing additional reading material
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1 may cause loss of student interest, it is important for teachers to identify appropri -.
ate supplerhentary reading materials dealing:kith many topics and have the books
easily accessible. Student writing assignments can be very rewarding experiences
for both teacher and student, but they are potentially frustrating and require much
classroom preparation. To assist students Who wish to develop their own stories,
teachers need to be adequately prepared in economic understanding. Furthermore;
this type of activity typically requires stsidents.to use special writing and verbal
skills which may block the pupuit of an economic idea.

. .
How to Use This Bibliography

. This annotated bibliography is divided into eight parts. The divisions are
intended to provide clear identification,and efficient access to readigg material in
the field. It is expected thit this publication will be bf use to readers with differing

. interests, including elementary teachers, curriculum supervisors, reading consul-
tants, school librarians and ,economic educators.

Part I deals with the teaching of eccinornics at the elementary level. Concepts
that are essential in helping teachers to educate children to be responsible citizens
and effective decision-makers are described. ^ .

Part II is an annotated listing of children's stories in economics. Each
annotation includes the story title, its source of publication, the subject it em-
phasizes, its reading level, and a descriptioh of the economic ideas that can be
drawn from the story content. 'A survey of this section immediately identifies the

'wide range of economic topics Covered by the selections. No attempt hag been
made to evaluate the usefulness of any particular book in helping children to
achieve economic understanding. Entries are alphabetical by title.

Part III is an annotated survey of selected research on economics in- the
elementary school. For each study the research questions analyzed, study design
used, statistical procedures employed and findings'reported are summarized. This
part of the bibliography should be of special help to economic ethicators interested
in undertaking further research in this area.

Part IV.contains a selected listing of articles and reference material relating to
the teaching of economics in the elementary school. It includes descriptions and
discussions abbut economic cbncepts, teaching methods and classroom activities.
The annotated information in this section is Meant to help teachers interested in

* developing a complete economic education)program in their school.
Part V contains a selective list of journals and newsletters in the field that can

be obtained by teachers on.request or by individual subscription.
Part VI lists the prOfessional organizations in the field. Interested teachers and

educators may want to become members of these organizations or receive up-to-
date information from them ,on children's books.

Part VII contains a selected list of bibliographies of children's stories.
Part VIII lists the names and addresses of the publishers of the stories

identified in part II of this bibliography.

.1-;



PART I

Tea Ch ng Economics in the.
Elementary School

. ."

One important goal of economic education in the elementary schoolis to help
children to become responsible citizens and effective decision-makers. But what is
responsible citizenship? Mat is effective decision-making? How will children -
deal with.the economic issues and questions they *likely to meet as adults? How
can their exposure to current issues arid questions be used.in the classroom? What
economic knowledge and skills are required of elementary teachers if they aft to
address these issues and questions effectively in the classroom?

.

Individuals are exposed Over their lifetimes to a wiftange of economic
issues and concerns. Much of this exposure comes thriptigh newspapers,/
magazines, radio and television, as well as through participation in political
campaigns and community organizations. Citizens as wage earners, consumers
and investors find themselves face to face with economic problems. The handling
of these problems can affect the economic well -being of the individual as well as
the social system. If children are to have a soundceducation in econotnics they
must acquire a wide-ranging knowledge of, the subject and basic re ry of
problem=solving skills. Only then can they understand and make rational d isions
about major economic questions facing society and themselves as mem rs of the
society.

Which economic concepts are most important. to the economic iteracy of
teachers and their pupils? Until recently, the profession had develope no concep-,
tual framework for economic education. The profession had yet o identify a
precise body of knowledge and skills needed for personal economic nderstanding
and rational decision-making. However, economic educators hav been continu-
ing their scholarly efforts to clarify a conceptual structure, to spec y what it means
to be economically literate, and to describe how economics is put o use in thinking

re. and deciding.
The need to develop a concise up-to -date statement of/baSic concepts for

teaching economics in schools below the college level was reCognized by the Joint
Council on Economic Education in the early 1970s. The Joint Council in conjnic- /
tion with scholars from education, business, labor, agriculture, economics, and
government initiated the Master Curriculum Project and began the task of specify-
ing the structure and content of economics that should be learned in school, from
kindergarten through grade 12. The project was a systematic attempt to give-
directron and shape to teacher preparation programs in economic education. The
result was a crowning achievement fOr the profession/a consensus on a conceptual
framework in economics which spells out the concepts and skills required if
economic understanding is to be achieved.

The key'elements of economic understandingiwitich evolved from the under-.

taking of the Joint Council are summarized in the Master Curriculum Guide in
I
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Economics fots the Motion's Schools, Part 1; A Framework for Teaching
Economics : .Basic Concepts (1977). , . .. 1- The cqncepts deemed to -be of fundamental importance for- ononlic-'
undeEstanding in the sclioeds are grouped into four broad clusters labelcd ille Basic

.Econbinic Problem, 'Economic, Systems, Resource Allocation... and- income,
Distributicin-, and Economic Stability and Growth. Twelve maim concepts in these
cluster's' are discussed briefly hereto help elementary teachers to Organize their
thinking as they address economic issues and questions in their classrooms:

., ,Basic Concepts . .
Economic wants. Shows the relationships between' production and consumption '

and helps to explain what economics is all about. ..
Productive resources. Examination of resources and thektduse inlproduaori, ;

. Scarcity ontichoices. Deals With the basid economic -questions that individuals and
societies must decide in facing scarcity.. .

Opportunity costs, Involves analysis of die decisions individtials: and.suc'etieti
.. .. ,....make regarding the use of scarce productive resources.

-Economic incentives. FoCuses on different motivating forces behind economic
. t behavior .sticIr as profit, competition:and self-interest- .

Specialization and division of labor. Centers on the division of productive tasks
,among workers, the production of goods and services, and the factors that
determine' domestic International trade. L i

. Intextiejmndence., Provid ,s the basis for understanding Telatio ips. between,
.4'

_ resources' and finished products and the overall structure economic
system. ::

a
Markets. Help to explain how demandand supply dietermine the price ghat 4

bought and sold. ..

The price system. Essential in explaining how consumers spend their money, how
. . ,

savings are invested, and what is produced. , - ,
.

Aggregate supply. This-major idea refers to the total amount of goodiand services
an economy can produce when all its resources are .fully and effiCiently -
employed. - * .4 . .

Aggregate demand. The basic forces that control total spending, savings,produc-. .

ti,on, and investment in the economy are examined here.
. Savings, investment and productivity. These .key ideas provide a conceptual .4

framework for understanding why economic growth rated vary among na- .

tions.

All these concepts should be introduced into, the K-6 wrriculum,at some
point. They,are essentialto economic understanding: However, we are aware of
the hurdles that must be overcome in raising the level of economic literacy,
particularly, through _improved education ih the schools. Time in the school
curriculum is I imited.,Moreover, difficulties are compounded by the lackof a wide
range of suitable clasSroorn materials and,the ineffective use of available,materials
by inadequately trained teachers. In short, the schools can only hope to'reduce
economic illiteracy;they cannot expect to eliminate it-.



.
Recoinniendadons and Suggestions

What can the school do`to increase economic understarking? Here are a few i
suggestions and recommendations that can be used to build an economic education
program in the elementary school:

1. Teachers should master the basic concepts. It is realistic to acknowledge
that only alirnitecl number of concepts can be included and taught effectively in the
school. Teachsw should focus on what the profession recommends as the basic
concepts, since these provide The basis for helping children tb understand and use .

the other concepts. However, nothing prevents teachers from incorporating all the

.concepts.
Only the most essential among the many concepts in economics hav,c

been recommended. ,

2. Select appropriate currze4lum /materials and resource aids for teaching
. economics. What kinds of teaching ( aterials are most useful? Materials must

illustrate the use of major concepts they [dust offer opportunities to analyze
economicissues, and they should require an evaluation of the consequences of
policy decisions and actions: The material must be rich in detail, but not so rich as
tobver.vhelm. The Material should enable Children with different values to reach
different conclusions about economic issues and questions pOsed. Open class .
discussion offers children a splendid opportunity to get the reactions of their peers
and their teacher as-they 'examine and analyze issues and-values, While testing out
ideas and values on their peers and teacher, children may gain important insights
and understandings which will contribute to their own economic and social
well-being and society's is well. Children may discover that there is not 4ways
one "correct" answer and that individuals attach different priorities to d erent
issues and values. Ultimately, children and adults must reason for themselves.

3. Critically evaluate the treatment of the economic content emphasized in
social studies curriculum. Textbooks, stories, and curriculum series vary consid-
erably in the treatment of economics. Teachers analyzing textbookS and other
instructional materials may find it difficult to determine exactly which concepts are
economic. The major concepts as well as the relationships between concepts are

........ROI always clearly presented. In too many cases, concepts seem to beselected on a
hit-and-run basis, with no apparent conceptual framework for their development.
Because of such difficulty, a high priority should be assigned to materials that
contain the fundamental economic ideas and key relationships for elementary
school.

4. Use.appropriate evaluation instruments to measure economic literacy.
Evaluation instruments should be used to determine children's ability to learn the
basic economic concepts. Nationally normed and validated tests designed to
measure economic learning, as well as appropriate teacher-inade evaluation'in-

- struments, may be used to determine the long-range impact of programs in
economic education. Surveys can be. conducted to learn whether /children,
teachers; adjnistrators, parents and school bOards are interested in programs in
economic education. Research can be, done to determine how children learn
economic concepts and how these concepts can be presentedko coincide with their
'stages of cognitive development.

5. Examine the relationship between instructional objectives andec.onomic
understanding. It is essential that elementary school teachers define the concepts



children must mast& to a ieve economic understanding. Learnihg can be
proVed if instructional go are clearly stated and presented to children. Such
staterneng should describe the situation -in which economic learning is.to occur,
specify the perfoimatice expecte:and explain how achievement will be mea-
sured. Furthermore, the teachin thodology should include a problem-solving

proach to enhance the decision; making process. Whatever teaching methods are .
used to =attain educational objectives, a preAse description of the behavior ex-
pected is'nec onornic learning. The objectives should specify different
leVels of expecta. Or Various age and grade levels of children.

Concluding Comment
Economics has much-to Offer children. It can give them a framework for

Inaldn rational decisions. It can enrich their understanding ofthe world in which
they live, play and work. To achievieconomic understanding, children must make
sense out of the unfolding array of economic issues coming to theiatention. They
must be faniiliar with the concepts and methods of economics, they must be

`able to applyitte concepts and methods ina 'reasoned and informed way that will
make diem more effective decision-makers and citizens.

In summary, it is intended that this bibliography of children:s storieservice a
need in the field of elementary economic education. There are available countless
Stories and library books; excitingly written, laced widi real charadters as well as
fictional ones, which bring economics to life. Only a sampling of the books which
seem to relate basic economic concepts to children's experiences arepresented and
should be extremely helpful to teachers.

0
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PART III-

Annotated. Listing of
Children's Stories inEconomics

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:"

,Grades 0E4)2Elementary

ABC of Ecology
arrYMilgro_,In

Macmillan, 1972
Environmentitconornics, resources
Kindergarten-2nd grade

Each letter in this alphabet book alerts children to a different environmental
problem and shims how young people can help: The text can be extended to a
discussion of various alternative programs designed to improve the environ-
ment and to an analysis of their costs and benefits. The concepts of resources,
scarcity and choice-making are briefly introduced.

'Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Subject
Reading level:

About Garbage and Stuff
Anne Zane Shanks
;Viking, 1973
echnology, resources, recycling
st-2nd grades

00'1P.

,
A discussion of recycling from the child's viewpoint. The amount of garbage
and the protem of disposal are described. Recycling of resources and ways

tby which in ividuals cars avoid waste.2re discussed. The text can be used to
indicate thai many resources are reusable:

'
Title: .

Author:
Publisher.
Subject:
ReadinOevel:

10

IAfrican.Adventure
Marian Hostetler
Herald Press, 1976
Agriculture, po'V'erty
5th -6th grades

Tull names and addresses of the fishers are given in Part VIII.



Students get a first-hand view of another culture and economic system
through the experiences of a family moving from Illinois to Africa to help to
raise food to feed starving people. The story stresses that economic growth is
a universal concern, but is particularly important to the developing nations
because they need to increase productivity to raise their living standards.

/-'" Capital investment and technology are shown to be essential conditions for
promoting growth.

Title:
Author:
Publisher
Subject:
Reading level:

The American Congress
Ann E. Weiss
Messner, 1977
Government
3rd through 6th grades

The legislative branch of our government is examined from its formation
through its many reforms. The role of government in the American economy
is described through the policy actipns of Congress. Examples are provided of
government regulation and controls and of how intervention in the economy
influences the allocation of piOductive resources.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Anita's Choice
Dorothy Hamilton
Herald Press, 1971
Migrant workers, resources, farming
4th-5th grades

Smite of the economic problems a migrant fancily faces are described through
ithe experiences of a Tourteen-year-old Mexican-American girl living in
Indiana. Social practices and customs such as discriinination and tradition are
shown to have an impact on income and living conditions. The story provides
the starting point for a discussion dealing with government's efforts to
redistribute income to people with relatiVely low incomes.

Title:
Author.

blisher.
S bject:
Reading level:

Apples: A Bushel of Fun and Facts
Bernice Kohn Hurit
Parents' Magazine, 1976
Production; farming
3rd through 6th grades

A brief history of apples and how they grow is presented. The cultivation of
apple trees, recipeslor using apples, and myths and legends about them are

escribed. The book includes an index and illustrations, and may be used as a
ference source to study the agricultural sector of the American economy.



Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

At Work _

.Richard SCarry
Golden Press, 1976'
Labor, production
1st-2nd grades

Animals act out various occupations and professions. Comments on what
they do are included.. Production, 'specialization of labor, and economic
interdependence are topics which can be developed further from the story
content.

Title: .

Author.
Publisher.
Subject
Reading level:

Barbapapa's Ark
Annette Tison and Talus. Taylor
Scholastic, 1974
Externalities, pollution
3rd-4th grades*

The Barbapapas, who are capable of changing their shape, find that they and
their animal friedds are being stalked by hunters and overcome by .eater and
air pollution. In response, they show society the costs of polluticin when they
leave the planet and return only after earth is made green again. This story can
be used to indicate the social cost of pollution and the interdependence of
people 'and their environment.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Barter, Bills and Banks
Barry Tarshis
'Messner, 1970
Money and banking
6th grade.

Illustrates-that our whole system of specialized production and of buying and
selling goods and services in markets requires the useof money. The author
describes the earliest forms of money used in different parts of the world,
explains how money works in our economy, and introduces the Federal,
Reserve system as the mechanism of the government to control the lending
and deposit-creating activities of the banks. The subject of inflation is briefly
treated in connection with the stabilization techniques used by Federal
Reserve authorities to bring about a contraction of the money supply and thus
of total spending.

Title: Baseball's Most Valuable Players
Author. Hal Butler
Publisher: -Messner, 1977
Subject: Specialization, income distribution
Reading level: , 3rd-6th grades

The stories of the winners of baseball's highest accolade, the Most Valuable
Player Award, may provide the reader with some knowledge of how the

12
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market establishes the value of a person's services and comperisates im or
her accordingly. TheJeader can come to understand how wages and salaries
(the price of labor) determine' the incomes of workers and help to allocate
labor among different uses including professional sports

Title: ty Be a Smait Shopper
Author: Kathlyn Gay
Publisher: Messner, 1974
Subject: Consumption, advertising
Reading 19.yel: 4trr-5th grades

Introduction to intelligent buying iechiiques. A discussion of advertising
psychology is included. Young readers are encouraged to look for quality in
the productsthey purchase.

Title: Beat It, Burn It and Drown It
Author: Suzanne Hilton -

Publisher: Westminster, 1974
Subject: - Resources, government regulation
Reading level: 6th grade

Government controls and regulations regarding safetj, requirements for
consumer products are discussed. The story describes how products are tested
for safety and quality through various methods including shock and impact,
fire and water, smashing, shaking, stretching, and squeezing. The objective
is toshow how government influences what and how goods and services will
be produced and distrihned for consumption.

Title: Behind the Wheel
Auth9r: Edward Koren
Publisher: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1972

-Subject: Transportation, capital, technology
Reading level: ' Kindergarten-61h grade

Contains pictures of numerous transportation and work vehicles. The
illustrations help to explain-the importance of transporption to an economy,
the use of tractors and bulldozers as capital goods, and the different
technologies available to accomplish certain production tasks. A glossary
explains what the various instruments on the vehicles are and what the
controls do.

Title: - Being Poor
Atithor: Janet Rosenberg
Publisher: Carolrhoda, 1977
Subject: ..Income distribution, wealth, poverty
Reading level: 2nd -3rd grades

This story. is aRiut poverty-andillustrates the concept of equity, as it manifests
itself in the distribution of income and wealth. Readers may gain some

13



knowledge of how
actions influence this
transfer payments can 'als
text.

come is 'distributed in the. U.S. and how etoriemic
'bution. The concepts of welfare and government

introduced and studied in conjunction with the

Title:
'Author -

Publisher:
Subject: -

Reading level:

Be Nice to Spiders
Margaret B. Graham
Harper & Row, 1967
Economics ,,externalities
3rd grade 1

eg.

The concept of positive externalities is demonstrated through the example of a
spider in a zoo who by spinning herfweb to catch flies. and other insects for
food benefits the zoo animals who would otherwisqe pestered by the insects.
The importance of the externality concept lies in recognizing that the
economic activities' of individuals may have effects upon the activities of
others who were not associated with the original transaction, The.story can-be
used to introduce students to. the idea that many of our economic problems
center around the concept of externalities and that citizens must' take
externalities into account in considering the extent to which government
should increase or deoreise its economic role. .

'Tide:
Author.
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

The Big City Book
Annie Ingle
Platt & Munk, 1975
Urban economics, specialization, markets
2nd-3rd grades

4

A tour of a big, modem city. I Different areas of thecity-are pointed oilt, as are
its economic activies, govern mit, changingiearance, and recrtational,
educational, and cultural facilities. The importance of the transportation and'
communication systems is noted. The teacher can stress the function of
markets in allowing for the specialization observed in cities.

-Title:-
Author:
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

14

Black SunshineThe Story'of Coal
Olive W. Burt
Messner, 1977
Energy: resources and production
3rd through 6th grades

A case study in the application of economic concepts to the analysis of the
U.S. and world energy problem. The author explains how coatis regaining its
importance as supplies of oil and natural gas dwindle. A topical study Is
presented of how coal was formed, of how it was mined in the past and today,
and of fhe people who work at one of the most hazardous occupations in the
world.



The Blue Caboose
Author. Dorothy Hamilton
Publisher. Herald Press, 1973
Subject: ,Economic wants,. income, housing
Reading level: 3rd through 6th grades

The story of an eleven-year-old boy and his mother in search of a cheaper
place to -live is used to examine the goal of economic justice or equity. The
reader i reminded that there is little agreement on what is equitable; people
differ in their conception of what represents fairness or justice in the
distribution of income.

Title:
Author.
Publisher:
Subject

Reading level:.

Piero Ventura's'Book of Cities
Piero Ventura
Random House, 1975

f

Interdependence, urban economics, ecohuinic ancl social aspectso
of cities, comparative economic systems

6th grade

Descriptions of the economic and social aspects of cities throughout the
world. Highlighted are the unique aspeCts of London, Hong Kong, Moscow,
Rome, New York, Milwaukee, and many other cities./Chapter titles include:
Living in a City, Getting Around in --ity-rWaking in ity, and Having
Fun in a City. Interdependence in city life . is emphas ai.. as are cultural
advantages, industrial aspects and varying market systems and economic
insertions..: .

.

Title:.
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading ledel:

The Boy, The Baker, The Miller and More
Harold. Berson
Crown, 1974 ,

Coincidence of wants, barter, money
3rd grade

. A boy, who wants a piece of bread, must first get the key to the cupboard from
the.baker. To obtain the key he must bring an-apple. To get the apple from the
gardener he must .get a cat to chase a mouse: Useful for drawing attention to
the difficulty of finding a coincidence of wants in a barter system and the
functions of money in a modern society.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject .
Reading level:

The Bridge to Blue Hill
Margaret L. Tenpas
Carolrhoda, 1972.
Private benefits, social costs, government
2nd-3rd grades

About a woman who seeks approval from the town council to have a bridge
. repaired. The ideas presented may_ be used to explain a major function of

government, that is, when the benefits of an activity (repairing a bridge) can
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be shared by the community as a whole, perhaps government
undertake the project.

.

Title:.
Author.
Publisher. .
Subject
Reading level:

The Busy Book
Ali Mitgutich
Golden Press; 1976
Intetdependence, markets
Preschool-Kindergarten

should

A picture book showing numerous economic activities that take place daily in
Metropolitan, country, and seashore towns. The specialization of tasks and
interdependence in towns can be stressed. The function of markets in
providing goods and services to individuals in towns can also be pointed out.

Title: Canals: The .Big Ditch Waterways
Author Solveig P. Russell
Publisher. Parents' Magazine, 1977
Subject: Resources, social capital, ithnsportation
Reading level: 2nd through 4th grades

A study of waterways and the roles they play in econo
relations. The planning, construction-, and agricultural and
of canals are discussed. The relationship between the co
and improvements in efficiency is shown.

Title:
Author.
PubliSher.
Subject:
Reading level:

A Cap for Jack, A Coat for Jill
Anne Neigoff .

Whitman, 1972
Production, distribution
Kiridergarten-2nd grade.

c and political
ommercial uses
ctionof canals

An introduction to the clothin: ind try. The concepts of specialization and
the fuhction of markets are e is ed. The material presented can be used to ,

illustrate the stages of production, and the story can be extended to a
discussion of the circular flow of income.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:

Careers in Auto Sales and Service
Christofer Benson
Lerner, 1974 :%.
Labor, automotive industry, divaion of labor

Reading level: 5th-6th grades

16

The work of sales managers, salespersons, mechanics and service managers
are explained. The book can be used to illustrate specialization and division of
labor. Also, the importance to the economy of the macroeconomic effects of
significant changes in the automobile industry can bi stressed.

2



Title:
Author:
Publisher.
Subject:
Rea Aug level:

Careers in \a Bank
Mary Davis,
Lerner, 1977
Banking, specializadon of labor
2nd through 4tk grades

tlitroduces the reader to 15 different jobs within the field of banking,
including teller, bond trader, international banker, safe-deposit clerk, and
security guard. The many different skills and educational experiences needed
for each career are pointed out. Full-color photographs showing actual work
situations are included. (This book is part of a series of 24 dealing with a
variety of career fields.)

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Careers in Conservation
Christofer Benson
Lemer, 1974
Labor, externalities; government, public goods
4th5th grades

An explanation of the work of conservationists such as wildlife management
biologist, forester, air pollution inspector, sanitation engineer, and historical
sites preservation specialist, The rots of government in providing public
goods, such as clean air and historic sites; can be presented. Pollution and
wildlife management or historic sites preservation can be explained in terms
of negative and positive externalities.

Title:
Author
Publisher
Subjet:
Reading level:

The Careless Animal
Ada and Frank Graham, Jr.
Doubleday, 1975
Social costs; private costs, role of government
6th grade

Nine cases are described throughout the world where private actions have had
unexpected results on the environment. The materials can be used to discuss
the problems that result when the private costs of an action do. not equal its
Societal costs. The role of government in controlling such externalities can be
introduced. Pollution (a result of individuals not bearing the full cost of their
actions) can be emphasized.

Title: Caring for Trees on City Streets
Author. Joan .Edwards
Publisher. Scribner's, 1976
Subject: . Ecology, conservation
Reading level: 4th through 6th grades

IntendeZ specially for urban students, this boa describes the usefulness of
city trees and how younpedple can help to select, plant and care for them.

r
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The author, who pioneered the concept of neighborhood tree corps for
chken, has included experiments which serve to clarify economic concepts.
The text helps to pxplain why tree conservation is important and is supported
by many illustrations.

Title:
Authof:
Publisher
Subject
Reading level:

Carpentry
Karin Kelly
Lerner, 1974
Specialization of labor; production, capital goods
3rd-4th grades

The types of wood and tools a carpenter must learn-how to use are shown. The
steps involved in-building a bookcase and a birdhouse are described and the
ancepts and production techniques are explained, with accompanying
pen-and-ink drawings. The presentatioti begins with a historical anecdote
about the craft.

Title: Cars, Trucks and Trains
Author: Su Swallow
Publisher: Giossett & Dunlap, 1973
Subject - transportation, production
Reiding level: lst-3rd grades

Transportation-related topics are covered, such as roads, car making, motor
racing, parking, etc. The importance of transportation in a modern society is
illustrated. Production techniques used in making automobiles are men.
tioned.

Title:
Author:
Publisher.
Subject
Reading level:

The Castle
Dorothy Hamilton
Herald Press, 1975
Wealth, income, money
5th-6th grades

The story of a teenage girl who befriends the daughter of the richest man in
town can be used to help young people to understand the factors that

. determine the size of a person's money income. Students should gain some
insights abbut the sources of personal wealth and how income is distributed in
the' U.S. The difference between earned income and income received in the
form of inheritance and transfer payments can be pointed out.

.

t..
Title:
Author.
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

18

.Central City/Spread City
Alvin Schwartz
Macniillan, 1973
Urban economics
6th grade

The focus is on a typical metropolitan region. Life in a decaying inner city is
compared with economic conditions in a nearby suburb with its growing



p.

population problems. Can be used to introduce students to the causes of such
problems and their proposed solutions.

Title: 1 Charco
, Author Dorothy Hamilton
. Publisher. Herald Press, .1971

Subject: Unemployment, income distribution, welfare
Reading level: 4th-6th grades'

1 Recorded here are the almost insurmountable problems faced by a boy whose
family lives on unemployment and welfare checks. The boy's experiences
provide the setting for a discussion and analysis of government transfer
payments. Children are led to understand that goverrunent policy, as prci'Vided
by law, has a major effect.on the distribution of income..

.Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Charlie Needs a Cloak'
Tomie De Paola
Prentice-Hall, 1973
Production
2nd-3rd grades

A shepherd shears hissheep, spins the wool, weaves and dyes the cloth, and
sews a beautiful new red cloak. Concepts. such as stages of production,
manufacturing and the occupation of tailoring can be explained. Specializa-
tion and interdependence among individuals, businesses and regions and the
overall structure of the American- economy can be deinonstrated.

Title:
Author:
Publisher
Subject:
Reading level:

Christmas Tree Farm
David Budbill
Macmillan, 1974
Production, distribution, renewable resources
3rd-4th grades

Each stage in the production of Christmas trees is examined, from the
collecting of seedlings through the planting, harvesting, and delivery of the
finished product to the consumer: The different machinery and activities
involved at each stage of prodUction are described. This pattern of activity
reveals the circular flow of goods, services and productive resources in'the
U.S. economy.

Title: City and Suburb: Exploring an Ecosystem
Author. Laurence Pringle
Pqbliaier. Macmillan, 1975
Subject: -1Ecology, conservation, pollution
Reading level: )4th through 6th grades

In words and distinctive pictures, the author introduces the reader to the
ecology of metropolitan areas. The reader discovers how animals, plants and ,
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Title:

`iSublect: -

Ateading level:

people adapt, to a rapidly changing environment and how a city and its
stirroundings are related. Can help to illustrate wh pollutiOn is a special
problem of production and consumption.

The City Book
Lucille Corcos
Golden Press, 1972'
Urban economics, specialization, 'interdependence
Kindergarten through 2nd grade ,

Pictures of Noy- York City are included in this texteoihich\4overs just abOut all
. . ,

the economic activities fOunil in Urban areas. Thework of teachers-,pol ice and
others is disCussed. Traniportation systems,-housing and other facets of city

--life are detailed. Specialization-and interdependence are stressed.

t -

Title: City Traffic
Author; Beulah Tannenbaum. and Myra Stillmin
Publisher. MoGra.W-Hill,1972 '1-

Subjeet:. Urban transportatiop, pollutibn, prices
Reding level: .3rd-5th grades

a ;

t,

Urban traffic problems are discussed. The authors explain attempts:to solve
city traffic problems and present alternative proposals. The material can be
used to consider proposals designed to reduce traffic congestion and pollution -

problems associated with 'automobile use in metropolitan areas.

Title: Clothes Tell a Story: From Skin to Space Suits
Author. Cecil and Winifred Lubell ..,
Publisher , Parents'Magazine, 1977
Subject: PrOduction, natural resources
Reading level' 2nd-3rd grades

Ahistory of clothes and some sarculation on what clothes of the future will
loololike. The methods of making synthetic fibers are illuMrated. Stages of'
production in the making of clothesre fully described arid illustrated.

Title:
Author.
PUblisher.

Coal: Energy andCrisis
Lillie D. Chaffin
Harvey House, 1974

Subject: ,Natural resources, labor. environmental problems, pollution
Reading level: 4th-5th grades

A survey of coal, covering the formation, types, locations and uses of this
energy source. The lives of miners and the danger of strip-mining and
pollution are discussed. Coal is shovin as 'an alternative for other energy
resources and can be studied as an example of substitute resources and goods.
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Title:
Author
Publaher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Cockleburr Quarters
Charlotte Baker
Carnelot, '1972
ResOurces, monelf, opportunity -costs
4th-6th. grades

, -

The story of a young boy who tries to earn enough Money to care for
a

hisliew
pet is used to illustrate the concerns df opportunity cost and MonerincOme.
The iniportantidea for childgen to realize is that individuals must decide how.
.to use their limited money incomes to satisfy their unlimited wants for goods.
and services. Thus,/ when people make cbeces about how to allocate scarce
res1;=. and limited money income.among alternative. uses they are
involutd in making a' trade-off or opportunity cost decision..

, . ...

; Title:- Coconut, the'Tree of Life
A Author? Carolyn-Meyer

Publish Morrow.; 1976
Subject:. - . Stages of productton, consumption
Reading level; 5th,-6th grades

Inforrnation on the history, cultivation; harvesting, piocessing and multiple
uses of coconuts are presented (along with recipei). The information can be ,

, .

used to illustrate stages of production and theeconomics associated with
- 'specialization:

Title:
Author.
Publisher: .

"-! Subjects
Reading level:

Computers
Melvin Berger.
Coward, "McCann & peostiegan, .1972

q.
-Computers technologi,"=eCOnomic welflre

. ,..Pstz3rd grades -

7.
Facts and illustrations are 'Presented toiritroduce the grade schodl thild to
computer processing. Important current uses of computers, suchaslot. the
space progranii, weather predicting, postal sorting and traffic control are
mentioned. The book can be used to shoW how improvements in technology
lead to greater effiCiek and economic erowth.

Title: COnServition of Nature
Author. Eric DUffy -- ,

Putzlisher. McGraw-Hill, 19761D .,..:, ---..

Subject: .. -*Natural resource conservation, pUblic goods, externalities .

Reading level: 6th grade
, .7.g.--,:. ........,--;. .... .

. .

.4 historical account of ;how peOple and economic, social and political
-institutions change the enSirtmment: Chapters onlOrestryndfanning, water
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and life, Wildlife: Conservation and management, and pollution of thes'i.
environment are included: The concepts of .public goods, externalities and
interdependence- can be developed from the ideas presented.,

Consiimer ProteCtion Labs "- -

Author Melvin Berta
Publisher. ..,John Day, 1975'
Subject Consumer; government
Reading level: .5th-tith. grades

The reader is taken on a visit to a variety of consumer protection labs.
Government food.and drug labs, foiid processing labs, industrial labs, and
auto safety lab'S'which seek to maintain and improve the quality ofproducts
are described and illustrated with photographs. The book helps to explain
how ,government policies and actions influence what will be produced and
how it will be produced. ,

Title: .

.Author
Publisher:.
Subject
Reading level:

The Continental Shelves
John F. Waters
Abelard-Schuman, 1975.
Envirdnment, ecology, resources
5th26th grades

A.discussicin of the extensive underwater environment, its contributions to
life on land, how people harvest its resources, and what the future may be
like. 'Can be used as a sourcebook by children studying about productive j-
resources and how resources may, be transferred from one use to another.

Title:.
Author.
Publisher
.Subject:
Reading level:

The vertical stages of production of cotton are described, from the growing of
the cotton through the production of cotton cloth. The impact of mechaniia-
tion (capital-intensive production techniques) on th* cotton industry is
examined to show how ,industry. activity can be altered by technological
change. The combinationof a variety of factorinputs to produce a final output
is also described.

Cotton:Trom Farm-to Market
Winifred Hammond
Coward, McCann a Geoghegan, 1968
Technology, production, economic growth
5th-6th 'grades *.

Title:
Author
Publisher
Subject
Reading level:

Dams: Water Tamers of the World
Bernice Kohn Hunt
Parents' Magazine, 1977
Sticial capital, production, externalities
tid-Jtfh grades

A history-Of 'dams' from beaver beginnings to current hydroelectric systems. '-
.E.conomiciand sociological impacts of darns are discussed. The ideas can be
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used to study social ov ead capital and the public-good nature of dams, i.e.,
the significant extern es associated with dams that make private construc-
tion difficult and thus function of government.

Title:
Author
Publisher,-
Subject
Reading level:

A Day Off '--
Tobi Tobi
Putnam's, 1973
Leisure, work, substitutes
3rd-4th grades

About a young boy who likes to be slightly sick once a year; sick enough to
take a thy off from school, but not so sick that he can't watch television or
play with his toys. The story can be used-to show how leisure serves as a
substitute for work and has economic value in itself.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject

Diamonds
Sara Hannum Chase
Franklin Watts, 1971
Resources,production

Reading level: 5th-6tli grades, -

Provides historical informationand facts about diamonds. Diamond
. diamond cutting, and the uses of diamonds in industry are descri

Title: Dinner's Ready!
Author. Anne Neigoff.
Publisher. Whitman, 1971
Subject: Resources, distribtition, food
Reading level: Kindergarten-2nd grade

The purpose is to provide a general idea of where food at restaurants or at
home comes frOm. The ideas in the text can be extended to a discussion of
markets in general, reasons why the food we want is available to use in the
quantities we desire, and the role of profits in thg allocation of resource*,,_

ning,

Title:
Author.
Publishei-:
Subject:
Reading level:

Disappearing Energy: Can We End.
Dorothy E. and L. A. Shuttlesworth:
Doubleday, 1974
Energy resources, production
5th-6th grades

Crisis

;

Factual data on the use,and misuse of energy and description'
and other fuels are searched for and found are given. The

6

gt

- .$3#14:14 6:1k"

f how coal,
can be
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applied to a discussion of various methods of conserving energy, including
use of the price system.toireduce consuniption and increase production.

Title:
Author.
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

N
Energy-
Irving Adler
John Day, 1970
Energy, production, complem
6th grad

\
tarity

A discussion of what ergy is, ous sources o energy, and the types of
energy we use. The importance,of energy in "production is emphasized. The
relation-ship of energy to the wealth of a nations analyzed and its
cornplementarity with capital in production is briefly-described.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading_level:

Energy All Around
Tillie S. Pine and-Joseph Levine
McGraw-Hill, 1975
Natural resources, energy, technology
2nd grade

.6.

:The source and uses of energy are described and the need for energy
".,...cons'el-vation is stressed. An explanation of what "energy crisis" means is

atternpted:Aesearch into new energy sources and new uses of an old energy
source the wind- -are emphasized.

Title: Energy: Its 13'Ast, Its Present, Its Future
Author. Marita J. Gutnik:--..
Publisher.. Chilcireif.s Press, 19'7S
Subject: - Natural resources, energy, technology
Reading level: 3rd-4th grade's\

The importance. of is \explained aloiikwith a discussion of various
energy resources. The importanof changes Isis-technology as a potential
agent in generating additional ener sources is einphasized. Definitions of
various types of energy and their use are presented,

\
Title: Energy: Power for People
Author. Laurence.Pringle-
Publisher. Macmillan, 1975
Subject: , _Energy, resources

;',-Reading level: 5th-6th grades

24

An,exarninatiOn of the current energy crisis. The limit energy resourcV of
\ -

the earth and promising sources of power for the future.solar, wind, kd



geothermal
are used to ill
and world energy problem.

-Tide: Everyone Has Important Jobs to Do
IF Shirley, Roy and Robert Chilton

Publisher ; Elk Grove, 1970
Subject g ,Resources, production, division of labor
Reading 1st-3rd grades

e described. More than 60 photographi, maps a agrams
trate important concepts related Ville 'economics ofthe U.S.

Introduction to the important ideas of specialization and division of labor.
The authors show how productive tasks are divided to permit resources to be
used more efficiently and to take advantage of the gains of worker
specialization:These Concepts can leid to a discussion of the development of
an exchange' economy and the use of money to facilitate exchange-.

isle:
Author. .

Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Farming Around The World
Louise Lee and Richard Floethe
Scribner's, 1970
Agricultural production, comparative economic systems
3rd-4th grades \ ,

de.to farming in different countries around the world: the diversification
of fanning in both -organization (communes, kibbutzim, individual farms)
and produce (milk, coffee, barley) is described. A summary of why allfarrns
do not p\roduce the same amount of food is presented. 1.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

The First Book of Conservation
Frances C. Smith
Franklin Watts, 1972
Natural resources, interdependence, pollution
5th-6th grades .

An explanation of what happens to the environment when., the quality and
- quantity of natural resources are changed. The material can bilIsed to plain\

government's role in environmental pmservatiOn and to discuss various
methods of pollution control. A presentaiipn and analysis can be given of
government efforts to correct for externalitik or side effects that result when
production and consumption activities in the,market affect the welfare of
others. -
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Title:
Author:
Publisher:

. 'Subject
Reading level:

The First Book of Local Government
James A. Eichner -
Franldis Watts, 1976
Government, taxes
5th-6th grades

The place, structure and finctions of local government units are described.
The most common forms of local government are introduced, including the
duties'and responsibilities of specific departments. Sources of local govern:.
mint revenues and their disposition are specified. Functions of the various
local government officials are presented." °

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Subject
Reading level:

Five Cent, Five Cent (Liberia)
Edna Walker Chandler
Whitman, 1967 -

Economic wants, effective demand
1st grade

The difference between want and effective demand is described in situations
in which individuals thscoverproliucts they want, but which ther cannot
afford to buy. It is observed that an individual carteQnvert his wants to
effective demands through application of his labor poWer (by getting a job)
which will allow him to earn an income and pay for products.

e

Title: Food and Drink
Editorial

Consultant: Sylvia Van Sickle
Publisher: MacDonald, 1975
Subject Production, transportation,-consumption, comparative

economic systems
Reading level: 2nd-3rd grades

A survey is made of the production, transportation, and consumption of foods
and beverages throughout the World. .The importance of transportation
systems can be emphasized and the interdependenct of rural and urban areas
discussed. Methods of achieving economic goals in different economic
systems can be compared.

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

26

Food from Farm to Home
Walter Buehr
Morrow , -1970
Agricultural production, technology
5th-6th grades -

This is an introduction to modern food production. The advances and
improvements in transportation and communication that contribute to the
U.S: agricultural revolution are described. The role of scientific research in
overcoming problems and improvinglarming methods are briefly discussed.
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Title:
Author:
Publisher. t
Subject
Reading level:

Fro ar-Ier- to Banking
Willian W. Wade,
Macmillan, 1967
Money, evolution of -money

-5th -6th grades

The history of money as a medium Of exchange is traced from premonetary
barter to the evolution of complex modern financial institutions. The different
forms of money in modern society are examined, as are the institutions of the
American monetary system including the Federal Reserve system. Basic
elementary ideas dealing with the creation of money, the functions of money,
and the purpose of monetary policy can be developed from the story content.

Title:
Author

_ Publisher.
Subject:t
Reading level:

From Idea Into House
Rolf Myller
Atheneum, 1974
Production, specialization
5th-6th grades ,

An introduction to the architect's part in siting, planning and constructing a
house. Valuable are the table of linear metric equivalents, an explanitionof
symbols used; and the glossary. Detailed plans and an explanation of tlie12--
work and responsibilities of the architect are included.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject
Reading level:

From Trails to Superhighways; The Story of America's Roads
Adrian A. Paradis
Messner, 1971
Transportation, social capital, choice
4th-5th grades-,

This narrative traces the development of roads in the U.S. from the fitst trails
to today's superhighways. The building of roads and the advantages of
superhighways are discussed. The opposition of conservationists to such
roads is mentioned, and the choices society must consider regarding
superhighways are presented.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Fuel for Today iand Tomorrow
R. J. Lefkowitz.
Parents' Magazine, 1974 . .

Reso , energy, environmental economics
2nd-4th

The point is made that everything that moves needs energy, that is, fuel. A
discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of various types of fuel is.
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undertaken. Air pollution and thermal pollution as externalities are men-
tioned. The material 'tan be used to trigger i discussion of the benefits and
costs associated with various proposals for pollution abatement.-

Title:
Author:

;Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

Good Cents
Members of the Amazing Life Games Co. (and friends)
Houghton Mifflin, 1974
Money, consumption; production, markets
5th-6th grades

A collection of ideas on how to earn and spend money income. The activities
described can be used to illustrate the function of markets and the circular
flow of money. A discussion of saving and taxes on earned income can be
'undertaken.

'Title: Good Lemonade
Author: Frank Asche
Publigier: Franklin Watts, 1976
Subject: Competition and product quality, consumer protection
Reading level: lst-2nd grades

. -
Abbut a young boy who tries all types of g" *cks to sell his bad-tasting
lemonade. He finally decides that the best wa to do it is to have* good
product. The book can be used to emphasize that as ong as competition exists
and buyers have alternatives, sellers with low-quality products are at a
disadvantage. They either have to sell at a lower price or leave the induslry.

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

The Great Brain at the Academy
John D. Fitzgerald
Dial Press, 1972

.Money, profit, economic incentives
4th-5th rades

The important ideas f money, profit and production are examined in the
context of an innovative buSiness venture. The story points out the
importance of the profit motive4n a market economy. It also explains how, in
a competitive market, profit spurs both efficiency and growth.

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Subjeci:.
Reading level:

V.

The Great _Energy Search
Elaine IsFael .

-Messner, 1974
Energy, resources
4th through 6th grades

4

The history of energy development is reviewed in sufficient detail for younger
readers. The sources, uses, and methods of obtaining fossil fuels (coal, oil,

3



natural gas), electricity, and solar energy are discussed. A short chapter
describes sources of future power. Illustiations are included along with
photographs, maps, and graphs.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Green Grass and White Milk
Aliki
Crowell-Collier, 1974
Production, distribution, resources
2nd-3rd grades I

The story of milk from grass to pasturization process in the dairy. The process
of handling milk from the cow to the finished product is described. The
material can be extended to a discussion on delivering the product to-the final
market and on the circular. flow of goods.

Title:
Author:
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Hats, Caps and Crow
Leonard:S. KenworthY
Messner; 1977
EcOnornic wants, traditions, customs
3rd through 6th grades

F

Photographs of headcoverings used around the-world give a view of cultural
and economic differences and similarities of traditions and customs. A
helpful introduction to some important economic concepts including basic or
subsistence wants for goods and services. The practicalities and esthetics
associated with the use of different headcoverings are also illustrated.

Title:
Author
Publisher
Subject:
Reading level:

High Rise
Beulah Tannenbaum and Myra Stillman
McGraw-Hill, 1974
Land use, scarcity, urban economics, specialization
4th-5th grades

Planning and construction of high-rise buildings as alternative dwellings in
order to compensate for land scarcity are the topics_ examined. The roldof
various specialists who are engaged in building high rises are discussed.
Alternative land use is one of the main study topics emphasized.

Title: Honeybees
Author. Jane Lecht
Publisher. National Geographic, 1973
Subject: Externalities, market failure, role of government
Reading level: 3rd-4th grades

Specialization and division of labor in a honeybee colony re described'.
Products derivedirom hives are illustrated and the benefits from the activities
of the bees are presented. The role of the beekeeper is briefly described.

29"
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Title:
Author.
PubliSher.
SubjeCt
Reading level:

A liorse: in Your Backyakd
Virginia Phelps Clemens
Westrftinster, 1977
Economic freedom, wants satisfaction
'5th-6th grades

The concept Of economic freedoM; as it relates to the rights of individual
consumers to decide how they with to satisfy their wants, is illustrated in thii
story about the joys and responsibilities of having one's own horse..
Government controls and restrictions o ''er the private use of some goods atid,
services through regulations and policy actions are. identified. The rationale
for government involvement in the market place is briefly treated.

Title:
Author.
Publisher:
Subject
Reading level:

Houses
Irving and Ruth Adler
John Day, 1964
Natural resources
5th-6th grades

The use of natural resources in the production of building materials is
described along with a detailed explanation of the ways in which geographic
and climatic conditions affect the choice of building materials in particular
locations. Specific examples of different types of housing construction are
given and pictorial material is provided. Varidus aspects of the production
process and the way in which production is organized are explained.

Title:
Author.
Publisher

- Subject
Reading level:

How-a Market Economy Works
Marc Rosenblum
Lerner, 1970
Economi6 systems, market systeni, resource allocation
5th-6th grades

The concept of market system is developed with descriptions of the roles
played by businesses, households and government:the nature of economics
as a social science is examined with an eye toward making the student aware
of the complexities of economic decision-making. Emphasis is placed on the
concept of resource scarcity and the necessity of making rational choices
among alternative uses of productive resources.

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

30

How People Learned to Move About
Shirley, Roy and Robert Chilton
Children's Press, 1970
Transportation, exchange
2nd-4,th grades

A description of the development of methods of transportation from early
times to space exploration: The effects of improvements in transportation on
trade and cultural change are, discussed. .The relationship between improve-
ments in transportation and increased efficiency because of increased ease of
exchange can be introduced.



Tide:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject
Reading level:

How Things We Use Are Mde
Shirley, Roy and.Robert Chilton
Elk Grove, 1970
Production
2nd-3rd grades

The process of using resources to produce goods arkd services That satisfy
people's wants is described. Natural, human and capital resources are shown
to constitute the input to prodtIction. The story can be used to study the
concepts of sfilcializgfion, comparative advantage, and the division of labor.

Title:
Author.
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

How to Turn Lemons into Money: A Child's Guide to Economics
Louise Armstrong
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1976
CaPital, competition, production
4th-5th grades

Some basic economic concepts are introduced, using a lemonade stand-as an
example. The narrative describes the functions of business from the
combining of the raw materialslemons, water, and sugarto the selling of
the jproduct for profit. Activities firms engage in, such as mergers, capital
financing, and investing are introduced. The problems of competition, strikes
and boycotts faced by the firm are discussed. HUmorous illustrations
complement the narrative.

Title:
Author.
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:.

I Want to Be a Bank Teller
Eugene Baker
Children's Press , .1972
Banks and banking
2nd grade

Students, are introduced to some of the differein_ activities of a financial
institution during a field trip to a local bank. 'SaVingSaivi lending activities of
banks are dekribed. Emphasis is placed on the Varioui-duties of tellers, with
particular attention being devoted to checks as money. Various types of bank
accounts are mentioned.

Title:
Author.
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

I Want' to Be a Sales Clerk
Eugene Baker
Children's Press, 1969
Consumer goods sand services
3rd-4t grades a

This story provides an analysis of the process by which consumer goods are
distributed to frontier settlers and includes a discussion of trade and barter
between early settlers and the American Indians_ It is pointed out that as the
number and-variety of consumer goods increased, retail stores proved more
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advantageous than individual barter exchanges. The increasing size of the
. retail stores resulting from the groivth of small villages into larger towed
cities is also discussed.

Title:

Reading level:

Author:
Publisher:
Subject

Iceberg Alley
Madelyn Klein Anderson
Messner, 1976
Transportation, resources
5th-6th grades

A story about North Atlantic icebergs, which have menaced shipping since
the Vilcings, is used to explainhow in regions of the U.S., for example, the
gifts of nature determine which goods and services can be produced most
efficiently. The concept of division of labor is examined through the work of
the International Ice Patrol. The life cycle of icebergs, their structure, and the
dangers they present are described.

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Subject
Reading level:

The concept of economic wants is presented, and the idea is emphasized that
everyone has to make a choice. To acquire goods and services, income must
be earned. Functions of money are explained. Relatively unlimited wants and

'`limited means are discussed.

, Ideas About Choosing
John E. Maher and S. Stowell Symmes
Franklin Watts, 1969
Economics, choice
5th-6th grades

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

Ideas About Taxes
John E. Maher
Franklin Watts, 1972
Government; taxes, externalities
5th-6th grades

The activitiesz;of the various levels of governmentfederal, state and
localare *cussed. Different methods of taxation are..-.described and
difficulties aWorciated with raising governinent revenues- are presented.
Public and private goods are distinguished, and criteria for public goods are
presented.

Title:
Author.
Publisher: -
Subject
Reading level:

Indian Summer
F. N. Monjo
Harper & Row, 1

driterdependdnce
1st grade

968'

The interdependence of individuals in even relatively uncomplicated
societies is examined, as is the role that social units, such as thelamily, may
play in the malting of essentially economic decisions. It can be phserved that
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all individuals depend upon others to provide many of the goods and services
they want. Interdependence is shown to be a consequence of specialization.

Title:
Author.
Publisher
Subject
Reading level:

Indians: The First Americans
Patricia Miles Martin
Parents' Magazine, 1973
Comparative economics, production, resources
1st through 3rd grades

The author describes the tribes of the Woodlands, Desert, Plains, the West,
and the North ; ,with special attention' to their values, economy, tribal histories
and food-gathering and home-building techniques. Reservation life of two
modern-daytril;es is described in detail as welles the lives of Indians who live
in cities. Foods, languages, games, and art given by these first Americans are
presented.

'...,',.
Title: Inflation in Action
Author AdriarkA. Paradis
Publisher. Messndr, 1974
Subject: Inflation, macroeconomics, money _

Reading level: 6th grade
;. .-

Inflation is defined and some of its effects are presented. Current proposals for,
controlling inflation. are examine0; Inflation as a tax can be emPhasitittl'and
its redistribution of income 'Or.e. Os 'analyzed. .

i. 1
V.` .1 .' 't

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Jobs. People Do
Jane Belk Moncure
Children's Press, 1976
Labor, specialization, exchange,
3rd grade

circular flow"

Designed to make children aware of the many kinds of jobs people do at
svaribus times,indoors and outdoors, standingsaad sitting. The book can be
used to explain the concepts of efficiency, specialization, interdependence
.and the impoitance of markets ;o:facilitating exchange, leading e%sily to a
discussion of -the circular flow 'of economic

.2k6e Goes to Camp
Author. 'Eleanor Schick

;publisher. Macmillan, 1968
Subj4t: Division of labor .-

Readiriefewel: 2nd grade

The concept of division of labor is explained through an examinatibi of the
operations of a summer camp and,lhe ways in which, the campers must

;
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cooperate arid coOrchrtilte their activities to complete their chosen projects.
The; point' is made. pat then iiidiAdtials specialize in the jot
Ore to:per:formi. gmateitefficiency is achieved and more g
are produced. r

: !Au.thori
Publisher.
Subject
Reading 1 vel:

Katydids: The Singing Insects
Barbara Ford.
Messner, 1976
Specialization, division of lalior
4th-6th grades

e work of entomologists specializing in this fascinating family of secret
-singers is used to illustrate the concept of division of labor. A description is

given of the various tasks and research activities of scientists studying these
large, green, tree insects. A glossary and instructions for katydid collecting
are provided.

Tide: A Kid's Guide to the Economy
''Manfred_G. Riedel

Publisher. Prentice -Hall, 197(1
Subject: '.Microectinomics, macroeconomics
Reading 16e1:

A. guide to baste', economic concepts such as recession, taxes, inflation,
economic grOWtli; and caPitalism. Almost all the ideas presented p a standard
college course principles of economics are covered. An. trierview of the
functionini'of the. U:S. economy is provided.

Title:
Author.
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

knoW.d.Grocer
'.Lorraine lienriod
Putnam's, 1970
Retailing, producers, consumers
3rd-4th grades

The economic aspects of retailing are treated through an examination of the
operation of a retail grocery store. Thegrocer is shown to be an igtermediary
between producers and consumers of foods. He is valuable to society because

A he stands ready to sell at fixed prices a wide. variety of food products that
. consumers would otherwise not have available. The concept of the circular

-;flow of economic activity -can be related to the story content and provides a
useful tool .of analysis.

Title: Labar,Day
Alit4or James Marnell
Pub4sher: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1966
Subject: Labor unions
Reading level: 2nd-3rd giades

4

5,Orne of the factors underlying the rise of Amelican unionism are discussed,
.1i. laluding a description of various unfair labOr practices historically employed
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.
by management before the existence of labor unions. The benefits-of unions to
the working public in--the form 'of higher wages, improved working,
copditions:hod improved fringe benefits are noted. The narrative provides a
starting point for disctissing key concepts (real .wages, money wages;-and
labor:productivity) as weli as important issues (featherbedding and protective
tariffs) related to the formation of unions and the development of collective
bargaining.

.

Title:
Author. -
Publishers
Subject:
Reading

. .

Labor Onions in the United' States
Carolyn Sims
Franklin Watts, 1971
Labor; unions

4at tfiraigh 6th.grades

A history of labor unions. The accidisition of power:by unions and how they
...aid their members are- discuSsed. The responsibilities of unions and their

shortctimings are &IS° presented. , ,

,,
Title: Last One IO Is A _Rotten Egg

";;- Author. ' Leonard Kessler .

Publisher: ", 'Harper &Row, 1969
Subject- GoodS and services

-Reading level: t 1st grade : -:-' '- , 4,
:41.N vs /

s ; '
The fact 'tlia't!serlices as 411:as 'tangible, goods have economic -.value is
illustratechthionotithe example of a lifeguard who provides lifesaving and *:.

sy.timrnineinStinction rather than commodities in the usual sense.-Children
learn that trot 'Only goods or commodities but. consumption services as well

, . help to satisfy our cants directly. i.e., having a service performed is jttst as
muc "consumption as wearing clothes of eating au ice.Dcream cone.

It . ,

Title:
Author:

Subject:
Reading levet:'

, ).

Uparning About Steil Thioughlhe Story of a Nail
Ii virig and Ruth Adler
lofrjpay, 1961 4 ..

'Production, consiiinplt:ion
4th;.5lh grades ;.

........
- . - ,

=The, simple nail is chosen to illuitrate the complex pro-cess of producing goods
-... for final consumer use. The prochiction process is discussed from the mining

of the iron ore through the production of steel to the stamping and shaping ofthe .
th(e4inished product. The e enormous variety of consumer goodS,required'by
society is .cf)setth.rattgh:the analogy of the great variety of differentsizes
and shapes -of. nails produced.

77

, .' . .
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Title: Learningto Choose
Author: Lazer GOdher,g
Publisher SAheile19.76
Subject .Choicesfuraldng, values, technology
Reading:level: 1::4th:6th4grades.

Essays, about science, technology andhuman-values.,A good introduction to
the basic economic problem of's.Careity whichponfronts all individuals and
societies: An appendix contains suggestions far-conducting-discussions with
children.

Title: Let's Find Out About the City
Author Valerie Pitt
Publisher. Franklin Watts, 1968
Subject The city, urban economies; public works
Reading level: Lower elementary

The operation of the city as an economic and social entity is analyzed. The
importance tothe city of social institutionsysuch as law and law enforcement is
described as is the city's need for funds for public worlcs projects It is also
noted that while the city produces goods ,and - Services,',it;niuly on
gricultUral production elsewhere to supply its foi34: This s'oecialization of

work proyides for more production of goods anct.services.

Title: Let's Go to a Stock Exchange
Author.
Publisher
Subject
Reading level:

Gordon V. Axon .

Putnam's, 1973
Stock exchange, securities, markets
5th-6th grades

: On a trip to a stockbroker's office, two:aiildren learn the basic principles
behind the sale of stocks and bondS..- 'Functions of the stock market and
operatic:kis of the stock exchange alliexplained. The story can be used to
explain, among other things, the workings of competitive markets and the
functions of markets generally.

Title:
Author.
Publisher

Reading level:

Life on Paradise Islarld
Harmon W. Wilson and Roman F. Warmke
Scott, Foresman, 1970,.
The evolution of an economic system
5th-6th grades

The process by which an economic systein evolves from a prithittite to a more
..-advanced state is analyzed. The importance of making rational economic

decisions is shown to increasesas the size and coinprexity of the community
grow.. The evolution of economic -institutions, such as . markets and

. production units, is also discussed,
.T

-
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Author .
Publisher
Subj
Readinilevel:

I Like Trains.
Catherine,WOolgy
Ha43er &ow: 195
Conipetitidn , tratipOitatO
2nd-73rd gr'acle's

This narrative contaMS-aiscussion of the economic role of rail transportation
nf.the U.S. and a' description of how the railroads have played an important
part in the development of our country by providing low-cost transportation
of.individuals and commodities. Also analyzed is the concept of intermodal

,tompetitiOn, in which railroads must compete for passengers and freight with
trucking and air transportation. It is pointed .aut that an essential part of the
markets Mechanism in a price-directed economy is competition.

Title:. Little'Silk
1-7-"L---Author. Jacqueline Ayer

Publisher. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1970
-Subject Comparative systems, markets

--------,Reading level: 5th-6th grades *
. .

t a little- doll made one hundred years ago and now living with a family in
Hong Kong. The stor revolves around events that take place in a busy
marketplace. Differences in cultures and economic organizations can be
'emphasized using this story.

Title:
Author.
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

Look and Listen
Gene Darby.
Benefic, 1971
Choice, free enterprise, interdependence_
2nd grade

'About children deciding what they can do to celebrate their town's birthday.
The children discover that they are confronted with difficult choices in
deciding how to spend their limited money incomes. They also learn that
people in the U.S. are free to decide how they wish to allocate their spending
among various goods and services, how much to save or invest, and what kind
of business to establish. The ways in which government regulations open up,
or restrict freedom in the-marketplace can be identified and evaluated.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

The Lorax
Dr. Suess
Random House, 1971
Externalities, pollution
2nd-3rd grades

The discovery, exploitation, and destruction of a multiuse resourcethe
truffula tree--is described. The purpose of the book is to indicate that the
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pursuit of a private goal (profit) may not be consistent with the public interest
because of the generaticin of negative externalitiespollution of air and water
and the destruction of a natural resource. The story can be used to emphasiz'
government's role in reconciling public and private interests.

Title: Love-Comes to Eunice K. O'Herlihy
Author: Gail Hamilton
Publisher: Atheneum, 1977
Subject Consumer protection, govenithent regulation
Reading level: 5th-6th grades

The story of a family of Hawaiians who buy a plot of land in Montana helps to
illustrate the importance of knowledge of market conditions on the part of
consumers. The rationale for government involvement in many markets with
controls and resulations for consumer protection is emphasized. Students
may come to understand that many consumers are not always well informed
about the quality of the products cm sale or the alternate choices they have to
consider in deciding how to spend their money incomes.

Title:.
Editor.
Publisher.
Subject
Reading level:

Man and Materials: Coal
Ian Ridpath
Addison-Wesley, 1975 .

Resources, stages of production
4th-5th grades

-
. 0

A survey of early and modern method's of extracting and processing coal. The
stages of production are described, and the various uses of coal and coal

iproducts are presented.

Tide:
Author.
Publisher:
Subject
Reading level:

The Man Who Made -Everyone Late
Yuri Suhl
Four Winds, 1974
Economic value and resources
4th-5th grades

A man has a penchant for making everyone late because of his inability to
answer a question in less thlh five hundred words. The story points out the
value of time and can be easily extended to a discussion of economic value
and the efficient use of resources in production and consumption activities.

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Subject
Reading level:

The Man Who Made Fine Tops
Marie Winn .

Simon & Schuster, 1970 .

Division of labor, resources
2nd-3rd grades

The importance of specialization and division of labor isdemonstrated. The
major advantages of specialization and the division of productive tasks
among workeis are developed. The text points out that people normally

38
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specialize in producing goods and services at which they are best suited and,
as a restdt, must purchase many of the goods and services they need from
others:

Title:
Author
Publisher
Subject
Reading level:

Meet the North American Indians
Elizabeth Payne
Random House; 1965
The American Indian economic system
2nd grade

The history and development of the economy of the North American Indians
is described as an example of the evolutionf an aboriginal economy. The
initial dependence of the Indians on hunting and fishing is examined as is the
use of tools, which represents-an embryonic form .1 production employing
both capital and labor. Emphasis is given to the way in which the Indian
people go about making decisions with respect to the-use of theicscarce
resources.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Michael Allen Found a Dime
Nathan Zimelman

. Carolrhoda, 1972
Money, choice-making
2nd-3rd grades

.

A story about a Yloung boy who finds a dime is used to illustrate the concept of
economic wants and choice-making. The notion is introduced that individuals
must decide.how to allocate their limited money income among competing
uses. The concepts of scarcity, consumption, goods, and servfees are also
emphasized:

Title:
Author.
Publisher

Milk, Butter, and hee: The Story of Dairy Products
Carolyn Meyer
Morrow, 1974

Subject: Production, distribution, resources
Reading level: 5th-6th grades

-

The dairy industry and-its products are discussed. The production, processing
and end products of the industry are surveyed. The patterns of production,
distribution; and consumption activity surveyed reveal the circular flow of
economic activity.

Title: Money & Kids: How to Earn It, Save It, and Spend It
Author . Mary Price Lee
Publisher. Westminster, 1973
Subject: Consumption, production, markets, consumer education
Reading level: 6th grade

The subtitle of this book, which deals with making money, is "How to Earn
It, Save It, and. Spend It." It is a guide to the discussion of money. what
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money can do, hoW to earn it, spend it wisely, and save it. The material
presented can be used to discuss the economic concepts of productions.
consumption and markets.

Title:
Editors:
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

Money-Making Ideas
Cameron and Margaret Yerian
Children's Press, 1975
Money
2nd-3rd grades

Children are introduced to the concept of money through a discussion of
money-making ideas ranging from dog walking to rummage. sales. The
activities described can be used to define what money is, discuss the money
supply, and explain how money is created by the banking system. Students
may come to understand that the banking system creates money by making
loans to individuals, businesses and government, and thus increases the
spending power of these economic Units.

Title:
Author:
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Mothers Can Do Anything
Joe Lasker
Albert Whitman, 1972
Work, income, resources
2nd grade

The wide range of occupational roles Women perform in the economy is
examined. The concept of opportunity cost cah.be explainedin the Context of
the costs and benefits associated with each of the many job altetnatives"
available to women. The kinds of decisiOns women must make in choosing a
career_are also discusged.

.,

(t le: , :.Ne -'Women in Media
k4 .

th-u or. 4- Kathleen Bowman.
Publisher; ., C:hildren'sPress, 1977 . ,

.

- Subject: Work, Production, resources
Reading level: 5th -6th grades

One in a series of six books for the intermediate grade student, focusing on
women at work in nontraditional roles. Each book is devoted to -several
women in a particular field including politics, medicine, entertainment, art
andd dance, and social sciences. Women's relatively recent acceptance in the
media field is discussed as well as the new attitudes they have towatd work

..-
and the economy in general.

.
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Title:
Author:
Publisher;
Subject:

'Reading level:

Night People: Workers friiin Dusk to Dawn
C. B. Co lly
Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, 1971
Labor, job specialization
4th `grade

Different jobs that must be performed each night in a city are described. The
activities of policemen, bakers, computer programmers and dockworkers are
presented. The material can be used to discii:ssthe concepts of specialization
and the division of labor.

.)
ir

Title: The Nock Family 'Circus
Author. Celeting Piatti and Ursula Huber
Publisher. Athenets, 1968
Subject Economics, division of labor
Reading level: 4th-5th grades

The concept of the division of labor and its role in increasing productivity d
economic well-being are illustrated through a discussion of the operation oa
family circus in which each member of the family has his or her own specific
act. The objective is to show how the standard of living of a group of people
can be increased when individuals specialize in jobs they are best fitted to .

perform.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading .level:

No Time for School, No Time for Play
Rhoda and William Cahn
Messner, 1972
'Child labor
4th-5th grades

The history of child labor in the U.S. is traced from colonial times to the
present. The conditions under which young children worked in the nation's
mills, coal fields, sawmills and canneries are described. The work of
anti-child-labor reformers, including labor unions, schools, religious organi-
zations, and the National Child Labor Committee, which led to the enactment
of state and federal child-labor laws, is briefly treated. ft

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Oil
Barbara Lowery
Franklin Watts, 1977
Resources, stages of production, circular flow
2nd-4th grades

A story of the origins and uses of oil: how oil is found, extracted, transported
and refined. An excellent reference for a discussion of the stages of
production. The material presented can be used to illustrate the circular flow
of income in the economy.
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Title:
Author._ -
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Oil: Buried. Treasure.
Roma Gans -
Thomas Y. Crowell, 1975
Resources, trade, stages of production
1st -2nd grades

A brief discussion of how oil is formed and how it is recovered gem the
ground. The importance of oil in the manufacture of many things we use
every dayplastics and cloth and paint and steelis indicated: The oil
distribution system and'the refining of crude oil into more useful products are
illustrated. -

Title:
Author:
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

The Other Side of the -Mountain
Robert Leydenfrost
Macmillan, 1968
Interdependence
5th grade

The concept of economic interdependence is illustrated through the example
of an artist who befriends and helps animals who, in their turn, become
subjects for the artist's paintings, which he sells to earn his livelihood.
Students. can learn to understand the importance of specialization, and
interdependence in helping a societ to decide which goods and services and
how much of each should be produced to "satisfy economic wants and needs.

Title: : Our Dirty Air
Atithor. Sarah M. Elliott
Publisher. Messner, 1971
Subject: 'Air pollution, externalities; government
Reading level: -4th-5th grades

Sources of air pollution such as car exhaust fumes and factories are described.
Measures for alleviating the situation are explained. The text can be used to
illustrate the difference between private and social costs of prodtkcion and the
control of pollution as a role for'govemment.

Title:
Author.
Publisher
Subject:
Reading level:
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Our Dirty-Land
Sarah M. Elliott
Messner, 1976
Pollution, externalities
5th-6th glades

..
Various aspects of pollution ,in the environment. are discitsse4,.
refuse disposal methods, the Wilderness Act..,;strip mining, *icicles mid:



land-use laws. Activities designed to increase awareness of pollution
prOblems are included. The material can be used .to emphasize pollution as a
social cost aiid)that the solution to the problem may be the internalization of
all costs of production.

Title:
Author
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

Our Hungry Earth: The World Food Crisis
Laurence Pringle
Macmillan, 1976
Food, technology, production
6th grade

The problems the world must face and the decisions it must make concerning
food and famine are described. The information presented introduces the
reader to the ways different people and societies organize economic life to
find answers to social problems. The importance of economic growth to the
developing nations, which need to increase productivity to raise living

'standards, is pointed out.

Title: The Owl and the Prairie Dog
Author. Berniece Freschet
Publisher .:Scribner' s , 1969
Subject Economics
Reading level: 3rd grade

A joint,.-venture between owls and prairie dogs in developing an "early
warning system" against the depredations of hawks and eagles provides an
example of the way in which joint activities undertaken by society as a whole
may yield greater benefits than the sum. of the efforts 9f the members of
society acting separately. Provides a point of de Lure in helping children to
discover -the economic role of government (fideral;:state and local).

Title: . Park Rangers: Equipment, Training and Work of the National
Park Ranger

Author. C. B. Colby
Publisher. Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, 1971.
Subject: Land utilization, resources, conservation
Reading level:- 4th grade

A description of the training, equipment, and actual duties of the rangers,
who are responsible for guarding federally owned parks, seashores, mon-
uments, and other historic sites. The subject matter can be used to present the
idea of job 'specialization and the concept of public goods, land and other
property as recreation resouttes.

4
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Title:
Author.
Publisher:
Subject:

;Reading level:

People Who Help People
Jane Belk M'Oncure
Children's Press, 1976
Interdependence, specialization
2nd-3rd grades

How family members and people in the community help one another in
everyday situations. The idea. of specialization.of tasks is presented. The
concepts of interdependence. and gains.frork specialization can be further

- developed in follow-up classroom discussions.

Title: /
Author
Publisher:
Subject
Reading level:

Petroleum: Gas, Oil, and Asphalt
Irving Adler
John Day, 1975
Resources, energy
3rd through 6th grades

The uses of petroleum are explored. The author explains how this resource is
located, obtained from the earth, and changed to fit people's needs..A
discussion of pollution problems and of the diminishing supply of petroleum
is included. Graphs, diagrams and photographs are an important part of the
presentation.

Title:
Author:
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

The Picture. Book of Fisheries
Anita Brooks
John Day, 1961
Technology, growth
5th-6th. grades

An analysis' of the development of technology in the fishing industry is
presented; including an examination of the preparation of fish-for consump-
tion and the methods of transporting fish to consumers. Emphasis is. given to
the concept of scale and.the advantages that highly automated -firms enjoy
over the single fisherman. Considerable pict6rial material is provided.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

The Picture Book of Timber
Anita Brooks
John Day, 1967
Natural resources, forestry/products
6th grade

The importance of forestry products is explained in detail along with a listing
of some of the wide variety of products that come from forests, such as fuel,
wood products andpaper products. The story includes an analysis of the need
for conservation practices and a commentary on the role of research and
technological development in the production of new forestry products.



Title:
Author ,
Publisher:
Subject
Reading level:

A Place to Live: A Study of Ecology
.Leanne Bendick
Parents' Magazine, 1970
The economic system: operation of a market
2nd-3rd grades

Thecnation of a market is examined byexplaining the role of pipdgeti'dhin the
satisfaction of consumer want's: It is observed that th.o.develotiiiiiiii of
population centers akin part determined by people's nt'iei:IS.
further, that even separate communities are dependent ax the since
they are rarely self-sufficient.-EriiPhasisis also plced on the inalcet as the
basic institution of the American econdriiy, and as the mechanism which
permits individuals to carry out their economic decisions.

Tale:
Author.
Publisher
Subject:
Reading level:.

Plastics, The Man Made Miracle
Walter Buehr
Morrow, 1967 .

Economic growth, technology
4th-5th grades.

The story of the development of plastics is used to analyze hvw new products
are created...The authorprovides numerous examples of the wide variety of
uses. to which plastics are put and stresses that through research and
development new and even more varied usefXrill be discovered. The
emphasis is on the use of technology to create new consumer commodities
and find ways to produce existing ones more cheaply.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Popcorn
Millicent E. Selsam
Morrow, 1976
Production, specialization
2nd-4th grades

i.

The growth cycle of the type of core used for popcorn is described. The author
identifies various members of the corn family, gives a brief history of
popcorn, and 'explains in detail how children can grow popcorn and learn
from experience many of. the ideas presented. The various stages in the
growing and production of corn used for popping are discussed.

Title:

Riblisher:
Subject
Reading level:

Potatoes: All About Them
Alvin and Virginia B. Silverstein -'

Prentice-Hall, 1976
Farming, production
3rd-6th grSdes\

;' r
A history ofjotatoes and how they are grown and processed. Also included is
a discussion of the future of potato growing as researchers develonew and

. .
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.

more specialized varieties. Thereis an inda, and suggestions are given for
'experiments with potatoes ' uCtion, sircialization and capital are some of
the concepts stressed. A . . on volume by the same authors is fipples:
All About Them.

e

Title:
Author. .

Publisher.
Subject.
Reading level:

Railroad Yard
Paul C. Ditzel
Messner, 1977
Transportation, division of labor, production
3rd through 6th grades

An inside look. into the workings cf a..tailroad yard, its computerized
opOraticini, and iit.people. Various jobs-;4iOni'switchmen to pin pullers to
cinder dicksre described. The concept of division and specialization of
Taborlabor is illustrated, and the importance railroad transportation discussed.'

i . .f. ....., ,....

' 4

. Title: Rice
'Author. Franklin Watts N t
Publisher Children's Press, 1977 . :. -...,

Subject: - .- :fawning, production, specializiation
F Reading leitetlis,..rd-4th grades

An in'troduction to rice as a basic food and a"cleScriplion of its value to the
world...113e author explains where and hoW rice is grown. A.-`.4'Omparisan is

matte Of .farming methods as done by hand in China and Southeast Asia with
theltmerican methods,,wbich uses airplanei to plant and fertilize the crop. A
map showing the riCeLtrbwing areas of the world is. provided.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Sail, Calypso!
drienne Jones

Little, Brown, 1968
Economics, production
6th grade. '

The joint exploitation of economic opportunities is illustrated in a situation
where a numbei:of children find a wrecked sailboat. No single child can repair
the bOat, but once the ownership rights to the wreck have been assigned to,one
child, he can then barter the use of the boat for the labor required toerePaitit.
The story content can be related to the concept of private property in the U.S.,
which embraces not only the ownership of productive resources; but also
certain rights, e.g., the right to set the price of one's product.

'



.-.avage Survivor. 300 Million Years of the Shark
Author. .Dale Copps
Publisher: . Follett, 4976

: 6Th grade
Subject of the ocean
Reading level

This story traces-the 300 m illi.On years of The Shark's existence, describing its
efficient systems:of survival.' The outhb.r, emphasizes that as we study the
shark we are amazed by the secrets we disOver and how much we still have to
leorn.pout the shark And sea:life itself, The text can be used to explore 'the,.
potential of the ocean in providing new 'sources of food and energy. ,-:.

Publisher.
Subject
Reading level:

Save the Earth:. An ECology Handbook 'for Kids
Betty Miles : ,
Knopf, 197:41
Environment, ecology,'reiources
3rd through 6th 'grades .

-
- A collection ofexplanations,experiments and Observations aboit'iyhy our
Eartkis indispensable and whOt we MuStcnow acrd do to protect ourlOnd, air
and water. ,Econcimic 'IssueS raised by, pollution and its abatement are
discussed. The problems of measuring. the' costs ,'Of pollution and the
:alternatives for pollution control, prevention or abateinent are briefly pointed
OUT..

Title:
Author..
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

"Save It! 'keep It! Use It Again! : ..

R. J..Leflcowitz . '-:,

Parents' Magaiine.,;-1 977
Envirorinental.econornits, conservation, recycling
2nd-4th gr104es

The concepts of conservation and recycling are introduced as ways of.solvirig
environmental prOblenis. Renewable and nonrenewable resources areifiStin--:
guished. The ideas.may be used,to indicate that if the cost of waste increased:,::,.
the amount of waste would be reduced:

.

, . The Search'for Energy
-.Author. . Don Dwiggins .

. Publisher. Children's Press, 1974
7. 'Subject a Energy, technology, substitutes
,..

,
Reading level: 6th grade

a 1.-

Traditional 'sources of energy -and the
viewed in light of the energy shortage.

arch for new power sources, are
e importance of technology in



s.

economic progress can bepkiinted out, especially as it relates to new energy
sources. Substitutes for energy, e.g., sweaters, insulation, and changes in
architecttual designs of buildings can be stressed.'

Title: See lit'Garden Grow
Author. Jane Belk Moncure
Publisher: Children's Press, 1976
Subject: Substitutes, alternatives
Reading level: 3rd grade

About planting,- caring ;for, and harvesting
.

gard'en. Although it is a
how-to-do-something boOk, -it can be Used to illustrate the way, many
individuals substitute hotrie-grown for store-bOught -Produce, especially
when food prices increaser This could lead to a discussion *of the effects of
price `changes on purchasing "patterns.

Title: Shadows Over the Land
Author: J...J....McCoy (Foreword by 'Senator Edmund-Muskie)

: Publisher Seabury, 1970
Subject: Conservation of natural resources

'Reading level: 6th grade.

Ship Cargo.
Author. -Jarie'Behrens
Publisher. Children's Preis, 1971
Subject: Transportation, trade
Reading level) rd-6th grades

. . - -,-
The problem of pollution of the earth's supplies of air,. water and land is.
introduced. The author observet -that these resources are eihaustibleand.thak..,
it is pOsSible to contaminate them to the point where it no longer he-.-.*:.

opOssible.,to restore them in sufficient quantities.. The connectiodbetweerr
- increasing urbanization and increasing pollution is discussed..: °

. . .
.

.
giaioriOildevelopments and modem innovations in shipping are detailed. A
description is given of how pro ducts :Of the world are moved across the
waterways, and ancient and 'contemporary vessels and technology are
compared. The material can be used tointroduce:the concepts of specializa-,;:
tion, comparative advantage and interdependence among nation-states.

A Skyscraper Goes Up
'Author' Carter Harman
Publisher. Random House, 1973
Subject Urban economics; land use specialiiatiOn and division of labor
Raring level: :5tti-6th :grades- . .

48

This bookfollow's the process of planning and building the!Exxon Building it
New York CitY. Site selection, aphitecturll planning, and the operation-of
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3 the building are ainoitg the topics discussed. Costs are briefiymentioned: The
text can be uted to. discuss land scarcity and the" resulting alternative of,

- high-,rise buildings:,

Title:. ,Snorkel
Author. George Flexsr

,Publisher Prentice-Hall L975
Subject- Choice, specialization
Reading level: 3rd-4th grades

Om

5

Njunior lifiSaver finally epnvinceqis oldef brother that the rules of water
safety really can save his life aikei he chooses to ignore them.m. The story can be
extended to a discussion of chOice in generAl. Also, j..sperR
emphasized.-

'
Author 4
Publisher: 7 .

Subject.
Reading level:

.

SoPialcWelfarer'
Walter Myers
Fraalih WaitS,
Welfare. etograrris pOveity..

.4th:6th grade
7

khiStory of the care of poor in, the and the develo-pmefit of the first
. national welfare act:Situations:causing individuatg to go on welfaie. and the

difficulties in getting off welfare 'are-illustrated. An explanafion of welfare
budgets., tte: impact Ofivelfige costs on *a- city,.-and alternatives to state
financing of ir.felfaii'Posts arkproVided. - '

.0 (

Title: Soybean's: 'The WOndef Bearts . t .
AuthOr: ' .. L,eonard.S: Kenr:Yrth? and LaurEnde Jaeger-

' Publisher: : - Messner, 1970
iii,SUbjecti . Farming', manufactiirirc:. production : , (

- Reading level: 5th -6th gradei -"

This Versatile bean issed to illustrate the pn4tess of production from firming
through manufactured'prOducisfo feeding the starving peobles.of the world. .":
Thp kinds of, capital goods us ,in soybean production and thexriportance of

. ,technology ,re discussed: Iri ctions are given for raising sprouts at home,'
2

..a 7

*Title: 7'. StetieS -
.1,.. 2,', .

'1'

Author:. , Alvin SchWartz; . .

r Pnblisher: ` /;.M'acmi 1977 : ..:.

Subject: ' Markets; tionC'
Reading level:- 4th -3th des - -

-.*abo. The author clesPribeithe economic activities of some40 different stOres foudd-
in a- typical town.,: Ice .crer -stores; kennels 'ana banks are among the

. .



businesses discussed. An opportune
Information aboutzbodS and sengCes

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject: .

Reading level:

..

The,Storyof Coins
Sam Rosenfeld
Haryey House, 1968 (rev. ed .1969)

6th grade
Money

.
to study now *markets provide
bring buyers and sellersiogether

.

Allhough primarily designed to introduce:Chikken to the hobbyof coin
cotlecting, this bookican be hsed in lessons deelmg with ballet, money: the
ciitecia 'for a good medium of exatan4e, scarcity, and inflation: It giies a
history of coinage from ancientfinies to the present,Aisousses trade and IP-
barter, lists thesharaCteristics teat a medium of *change must have ifit is to
be effective and convenient, explains how,scarcity and demand' affect the
value of a coin, and shows'how anincrease in the supplipot money can cause
inflation.

-Author
Publisher
Subject:,
Reading level:

The Stoa of Corn
-Peter RAtimburg
Messner, 1971 -
Resources, production
4th-5th grades

.

The history of corn from its first cultivation to its present-day growth is
traced: Current. methods of produCtion are described. The use of corn for
livestock ,feed and The pcocessinAof special varieties for such products as
flour, dnigs, adhesives, plastics andipils are pointed out.

. .

.

Title:
Author:
PUblisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

The Story & Offshore Oil
Hurry Ediiard Neal
Messner, 1977
Energy, resources, scarcity
5th-6th grades

About the economics of the U.S. and world energy problem. Research and
exploration activities of oil companies that are turning to the oceans for new
supplies are described. Descriptions of the task of exploring for oil, life on
board the offshore, rigs poised between sea and air, and the controversy
between environmentalists and-bil companies help to .traduce the reader to
impOrtant economic issues and policy actions regarding the use of -scarce
energy resources.



Title:
Author:
Publisher.
Subject
Reading level:

Street Markets Around the World
Winifred and Cecil Lubell
Parents' Magazine, 1974
Markets, comparative economic systems
3rd-4th grades

c.-
A survey of markets. throughout the world: permanent and traveling street
markets, bazaars, country markets and flea markets. The origins, purposes,

". activities and services of the various markets are discussed.

- Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Sun Power
Norman F. Smith
Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, 1976
Technology, substitutes, prices.
2nd-3rd grades' .

The sun's role in.providing energy for life is explained and illustrated, as are
ways of using the'sun's energy to provide power for homes, industries, and..
vehicles. The importance of techntlogy to overcome shortages of other c.
resources'is pointed out. The story can be used to indicate that as the price of
other energy sources increases, the alternative of using solar sources of
energy becomes more attractive.

Title Supertrains
Author. John Gabriel Navarra
Publisher. Doubleday, 1976
Subject Transportation, technology
Rearing level: 4th-5th grades

A description of current `technological advances in rail transportation
occurring throughout the world. The importance of transportation is noted
and improvements in technology are illustrated. The use of technology_ in
achieving higher living standards and econorriic efficiency is stressed.

Title:
Author. .
Publisher.
Subject:"
Reading level:

Take Me Out to the Airfield
Robert Quackenbush if
Parents' Magazine, 1926
Transportation, technology, invention,' innovation
3rd grade

This is a picture book biography of the Wright brothers. It describes how
airplanes fly and gives a brief. discussion of their. importance. It is an excellent
source for a discussion of invention, innovation; and the importance of
improvements in technology, for economic progress.

t
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Title:
Author.
Publisher:
Subject
Reading level:

Three Drops of Water
Sigmund Kalina
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1974
Natural resources, pollution
.5th grade

An analysis of the river as a natural resource. The value of the river as a source
of drinking water, electrical power and transportation, and the need for
igiaservation of this resource is discussed. The social costs of pollution are
illustrated.

Title:
Author:
Publisher.
Subject

Three Little Indians
Gene S. Stuart
National Geographic, 1974
Specialization, division of labor, resource endowments

Reading level: 3rd grade

A description of the organization of three different American Indian societies
in diverse geographic areas. The various roles assumed by individuals are
described, and the interdependence of the different' taiks each performs is
'stressed. The resource endowment dictates the technology used to acquire the
necessities for the various communities as well as customs, diets and play.

Title:

Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Tires and Other Things: Some Heroes of the Automotive
Evolution

W. E. Butterworth
Doubleday, .1974
Inlention, innovation, entrepreneurship
6th grade

Profiles of people whose ideas and fortitude contributed to the evolution c
automobile tires, windshields, batteries,. and radios. froportantideas em--
phasized are the concept *of inventions-and.The significance of innovation
the. application of inventions. The role of the entrepreneur:in economic,
progress can be discussed.

title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:
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TheToothpaste Millionaire
Jean Merrill
Houghton Mifflin, 1974
Entrepreneurship, free enterprise, econ
4th through 6th grades

*c freedom-

.44 sixth-grader is disgusted with the high cost of toothpaste and decides to
make his own. This is a story of how to succeed in business and an explication



of free enterprise in the marketplace. The material lends itself to a discussion
of entrepreneurship and a presentation of economic progress as a result of
individuals' being free to find a more efficient way of producing goods and
services.

Title: Trade: The World's Life Blood
Author. Adrian A. Paradis
Publisher: Messner, 1969
Subject:- --- ._.International trade
Reading level: 6th grade

The history of trade is traced, starting with the idea of barter that developed
within a small tribe living near the eastern shore of theMediterranean Sea.
The concept of specialization as the basis for trade and the economic
problems that develop in world trade are examined. As they read this story,
children may come to understand that what a countrytoan produce efficiently
depends on the quality and availability of prbductilie resoorces;:which are
distributed unevenly around the world, thus creating the basis for specializa-
fion and trade. The existence of different monetary systems and of artificial
trade barriers such as tariffs are introduced as special problems in world trade.

Title:
Author.
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:.

Trail of Apple_Blossoms
Irene Hunt
Follett, 1968
Economics, barter
6th grade

Johnny Appleseed's legendary travels are used to explain both the concept of
market transactions through barter exchange (apple seeds planted in exchange
for cornmeal) and the notion of an externality (the apple trees grew and
flourished, providing food and scenic beauty for people who had no part in the
original transaction). The story provides background information to help ,
students to understand that our system of specialized production and of
buying and selling goods in 'Markets requires the use of money.

Title:
Author
Publisher.
Subject:'
Reading (level:

Train Cargo
June Behrens
Children's Press, 1974
Transportation, labor
3rd-5th grades

f

An explanation of the role of railroads as cargo carriers. Various-kinds of
Cargo and types of rail cars and their functions are introduced. The rail
terminal process is covered and key train jobs are briefly discussed. The
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importance of transportation of goods and material in a modern society isalsci
illustrated.

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Subject

-.,- Reading level:

s".?

The True Book of Automobiles
Madelyn and Norman Carlisle
Children's Press, 1965
Mass production, economic growth
3rd-4th grade's

The operation of the automobile industry is studied as.an example of mass
production using assembly line techniques. The impact of the assembly line
procedures on industrial output in general is noted. The interrelated nature of
the economic system taken as a whole is explored through an examination of
the impact of the automobile on everyday life. The story includes a
commentary on the future of the automobile in our American society.

Tale:
Autitor:

,' Fkiblisher.
. Subject:,
Reading level:

The True Book of Money
Benjamin Elkin
Children's Press,. 1960
Money
Primary grades

The main emphasis is on the use of money as a medium of exchange, which is
compared at length to exchange through barter. The inconvenience and
complexities of a barter economy are stressed. The evolution of money from
objects having intrinsic value (such as skins and pelts) through metallic coins
to fiat currency is traced in a cursory fashion. A description is also provided of
the different types of money used in the American economy, including the
operation of checking and savings accounts.

Title:
Author:
Publisher.
Subject
Reading level:
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Tugboat
David Plowden
Macmillan, 1976
Labor, international trade
4th-6th grades

This word and picture book presents a day in the life of a harbor tug.
Illustrations depict shipping activities at the Port of New York. The activity of
the port may be. used to introduce the young reader to the amount and
importance of trade between countries, especially the advantages of
international trade and exchange. The concepts of specialization and
comparative advantage can also be presented and discussed.
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'` Title:
Author:
Publisher.
Subject
Reading, level:

The Tutti-Frutti Case
Harry Allard
Prentice-Hall, 1975
Business, production, government
`3rd -4th grades .

An explanation of how government intervenes in the privite sector of the
economy with regulations and controls to improve upon the results produced
by the free play of market forces. Childrevan be led to understand the ways
in which government influences the allocation of resources to determine what
and how much will be produced, how it will be produced, and how it will be
shared or used. The important role government plays in a mixed economy is
stressed.

Title:
Author.
Pub li er.
Su jest:
Reading lever: 6th grade

Very Important People in Food Services
Dorothy Freeman, Margaret Westover and Wilma Willis
Children's Press, 1976
Production

All types of jobs connected with food services, including those of-meat Cutter,
produceslerk, cashier, dishwasher and restaurant manager are introduced.
The concepts of specialization and division of labor are illustrated. The
functions of middlemen and the 'different methods of delivering a commodity
to consumers can be pointed out.

Title: r -Very Important People Who Work with Recreation Vehicles
.:Author: Dorothy R. Freeman

Publisher. Children's Press, 1973
Subject Specialization, interdependence, transportation
Reading level: 6th grade

A discussi n of th obs of people who make, sell, fiepaii, and, eal in, other ;-

ways with bicycles motorcycles, snowmobiles, campers,' and; other regei:
tional vehicles. e concepts of specialization, diirisior&Of; Iabor, and
interdependence among the different work units within a-business firm are
introduced: *

Title:
l'Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

You Can't Take Twenty Dogs on a Date
Betty Cavanna
Westminster, 1977
Economic wants, money
4th through6th grades

Students may gain some knowledge of the sources of persogal incorrie-and
how incomeis determinedn a market system. The rewards people receive for'
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contributing their labor, savings, and intellectual and entrepreneurial skill to
the productive process are illustrated when a young college girls opens a
summer boarding kennel and earns money on her own. The book helps to
explain the important forces in a market which establish the value of a
person's service and influence incotne distribution.

Title:
Author.
Publisher:
°Subject
Reading level:

You Can Work in the Communications Industry
Bitty W. Dietz
John Day, 1920
Specialization, interdependence
6th grade

The daily, operations of different communications media are described.
Through an analysis of the different jobs required in providing 'the services of
the various media to the consumer the notion of specialization through
division of labor and the concept of interdependence among different work
units within a business firm are introduced. The advantages (increased
productivity) and consequences (interdependence) of specialization are also
noted.

Title:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

Your Changing City
Monroe Schere

rentice-Hall, 1969
Economics of the city
4th-5th*.tgrades

The economic and social iiil!antagei (and disadvantages) of population
ConcentratiOliin large cities are explored. The increasingly rapid trend toward

: urbanization is described as are the.greWitig difficulties cities face in trying to
pro4lie essential social services for their citizens: The concept of scarcity is
ilitistrated-and the process of deciding hoW:to use productive resources when
faeed with ahernative-posSibilities is explained;;

We Can't Afford It
SUndy and Martin Hintz
Children's Press, 1977
Needs, wants, substitutes
2nd grade

"Author. . .

Publisher,
-.Subject

--.Reading level:

0.,About a young girl who once she finds a bicycle her parents can't afford,
-learns that ingenuity4nd imagination can substitute for money income. The
ideas presented_Can be used to distinguish wants from needs; to discuss the
concepts of scarcity, stibSiitutes Ilastieity, and to explain boW quantity
purchased`chinges,?As:price
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Title:
Author.
Publisher
Subject:
Reading level:-

Westward by. Canal
Ruth Franchere
Macmillan, 1972
Economic development, U.S. economic history
6th grade

.

An account of the.,beginning of the canal era. The author describes the
construction of canals, the people who initiated the plans, those who took part
in the digging, and the life around the waterways. The importance of low-cost
transportation for economic development and the capital investment required
for economic growth can be discussed.

Title: We Visit the Farm
Author: Bruce Wannamaker
Publisher: Childien's Pressz 1976
Subject: Agriculturm:Stage of produCtion
Reading level: 3rd grade 1?.. ..T!

_

A story about a class visiting a farm is used to describe how livestock and
poultry are raised, grains grown, and cows milked, as well as how milk is
prepared for the dairy. A discussion of why a farmer produces certain things
and not others can be undertakin. The function of price as a resource allocator
can be demonstrated through diagram showing the circular flovilif finished
goods and services, productive resources, and money paythents.

Tide:
Author.
Publisher.
Subject
Reading level'' : 1

Wh'it.- Can She Be: A Lawyer
Gloria and Esther Goldieich
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1973
Labor, job specialization
6th grade

This book describes-the activities of a woman whb helps people with all.ldnds
of legal problems. The importance of the law in economic transactions is
discussed. Concept- of rights and equity .are presented.

. V

Title: : , What Can You Do. Without a Place to Play
Author -: Kathryn Hitte
Publisher .,,i:Parents* Magazine, 1971..
Subject: Needs, wants, substitutes
Reading level:, - 3rd -4th grades

;.'

.
About a young bOy who moves into an apartment building and finds new
friends, but no playground. Although the boy and his friends constantly
complain about the need for a place to play, they find ample substitute
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locations for leisure-time activities. The economic concepts of needs, wants
and substitutes can be explained. .

Title:
Author
Publisher.
Subject
Reading level:

Whatever Happened to the Baxter Place?
Pat Ross
Pantheon, 1976
Urbanization, resources, scarcity
3rd-.4th grades

About a farm family that beging to sell its land piece by piece as urbanization
moves-further into the country. The story can beused to emphasize the effect
increa.seSin population have on land use. The functionbf the price system in
allocat ing resources and the problems asSbciated with the conversion of land
frbm agricultural to,,gther uses are discusSed.

.

:1,,

Title:
Author
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

What Happens to Garbage?
Rona Beanie:
MeSsner, 1975
Resources tech nol ogy , recycling
4ilif::5th grades

An'eXplanatiOn of what happens to garbage and rtfUse in New York City as it
is moved from curbside to incinerator, land-fill areas., and recycling planti.
The point stressed is that recycling of garbage will become mordimportant as
the price of "new" resources increases. The material can =be.. .used to
emphasize the problem' of waste and to point out that withproper teainalogy
many of our resources caube reused.

,

What ;Happens When You Put Money in the Bank
:Author ArtIlii Shay .

Publisher Reilly & Lee; 1967
'Subject Money and banking
Reit4g4eve1:. Primary grades

-: .

The role of money as a store of value and the concept of money as an asset are
examined through the vehicle of two children's decision to deposit their .

:personal savings in a savings account. The operations of a savings bank are
discussed in some detail and it is explained that a bank can pay interest io its
depositors because the bank invests the money in productive activities:
elsewhere. Considerable pictorial material is provided on both the banking
operations themselves and the type of investrnents made by the bank with its

depositors' money:
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Title:
Author:

.Publisher:
Subject:
*leading level:

What Happens When You Spend Money:
Arthur Shay
Reilly & Lee, 1970
Money, consumption
1st-2nd grades

The process of consumption and the people who satisfy their wants for goods
and services are described in this picture book. Relationships between
productive resources and finished products and the. money incomes of
households are observed throUgh a family shopping trip. The story helps to
explain why some wants are individual in nature while others are collective,
such as 4. family's home.

Title:
Author
Publisher:
Subject
Reading-level:

What 13 Money?
Carol Barkin and Fli7abeth James
Children's` Press, 1977
Money, personal finance
Kindergarten -1st grade

. ,

This is the first in a series of three .bOoks'dealing with various aspects of
money at .different reading and mattiritY'..1e3iels:. The concept of money i's
defined ankl:its:major functions, i.e., asitiedium of exchange and a store of
value are VOinted out The author suggests ways in.which young-people Caw,.
earn. anciSpenct money income: Conipanion.Volurnes the-same authors "are
Un4rikandin: g.-Mbney. and Managing Your, Money.

Title:
Authcit
Publisher:
Subject:
Reading level:

Where Things We-Use Come From
Shirley, Roy and Robert Chilton
Children's Press, 1970
Stages of production, scarcity
2nd-3rd grades

Everyday products are traced from the retail distributor and the manufacturer
to their natural source; A description of surplus; scarcity, and the importance
of conservation of natural resources is included. Class discussion can be

.extended to the concept of the circular flow of income.

Title:
Author.
Publisher:
SUbject
Reading level:

Whistler -in the Mist
Rosalie K. Fry
Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1968
Comparative economics
6th grade

The economy of Wales is discussed with partiCular attention to ways in which
Welsh social and economic activities differ from those of the United States. A
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starting par. is PrtiVided for comparing. 'and understanciii nt
Economic systems. Children can be led to understand that ail societks."' tithe '
same central economic probletildeciding how to use.scarce
that-throughout hi,sibricdifferent societies tave approached the p in

Title:
Author:
Publisher
Subject:
Reading

r

wkys. - ' ;

"te Acher-An Eskimo Legend
uston

;. Bface.Jovanovich, 1967
c s)Isteits-

I

O. Tfie Eskimo "bed in this story provides an .examPloro iimple
economic sys c a system, markets. ma' not exist, but decisions
must still be deby e members of the society concerning Sllocatioe. of
scarce resources (sack ,abor) gi.vOn the available methods Of. production.
The Blcimoiechniquesfproduction, deseribeche story; can
be used to explain the ciriept pf division aiid specialization of labor.

.
Title:
Authcir.
Publisher:
Subject:. .

Reading level:

Winter on Her
Elizabeth Howard:.
Morrow,;1968
Supply and demand
6th grade

The operation of 'a tinsmith's shop is presented as an example of handicraft
production in a pre-Industrial Revolution setting. The operation of the market'
forces of supply and demand are illustrated in ;the process by which the
tinsmith makes his pricing decisions. The story serves to demonstrate how
priceis established through changing demand and supply conditions.

Title:::
AuthOr.
Publisher.
Subject:
Reading level:

The Wonderful World of Paper
Angelo Cohn
Abelard-Schuman, 1967
Manufacturing, production, distribution
6th grade

The hisiory of theimanufacture and use of paper is explained in this story, with
emphasis, being placed on the role of research and technological development
in finding new and diverse uses for paper products. The papermaking process
is described; illustrating how the application of labor and capital to, wood
increases its social value and versatility. The story emphasizes the importance
of technological progress.to increasedsed productivity.



Title:" ,
Author.
Publts' her:
Subject:
Reading l'eyel:

The Wump World
Dill Peet
Houghton Mifflin, 1970% -

PoilutiOn.
6th gracI6-.

The importanceitii-..s ociety of finding a solution tO theproblem of pollution is
illustrated. It is explained that if people cannot find ways to control the
emission of pollutants, then the.environment may deteriorate to apoint where
it can no longer be restored to a livable condition. Reference is made to the
economic role of government-in enforcing pollution control standardi.

9
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PART III

Research in Econoinic Education
at the Elementary Level.

Introduction.'
Aside from one study published in 1942 and three in the 1950s all research at

the elementary school level has been done during the past 17, yeari'.'Most of it can
be categorized as evaluation or experimental research. Thus, one of the great needs
at this level is for fact-finding studies. It is impossible to make even an educated
guess as to the; number or npercentage .of schools which provide some sort of
economics instruction for.elementary school pupils. Yet, evaluation studies show
that children Can learn some basic economic concepts and that economics projects
can be enjoyable experiences which enrich the elementary curriculum. Several, key .

studies are summarized below. .

The earliest studies. pointed to certain deficiencies ih economic educacipn at
the elementary level. Ruth Gavian (Education for Economic Competence -in-.
grades I to VI. New York: Teachers College, Columbia UniverSity, 1942) noted
that the typical topics taught in the 930s were thrift, conservation, business terrn4
and pittcUes, occupational-orientAtion, seleCting and using consumer goods,and
various social-econornic problems. A doctoral study by Louis C. Nanassey,,
completed in 1952 < at Teachers College (EdUcation for Business:Economic
ConceptS in Elementary Schools),.revealed that little had cha d, as teachers
continued to stress thrift,itood consumer habits and consery.

on. He further.
h

rtheer

concluded that the teachers were deficient in' economic educe
recommended that teacher-training institutions provide more adequate instruction.
in economics.

It was probably assumed during the period covered by these Studies that
children were not capable of learning economic, concepts. In effect, this was
challenged by Gamey L. Darrin (EconOrnics in the Eletnentary School Cur-

. riculum: A Study of the -Dcstrict of Columbia Laboratory Schpals,. Ed.D.
dissertatiOn, University Of Maryland, 1958). Twenty -eight economic concepts
were incorporated intOthecurriculum from kindergarten thnbligh sixth grade. The
extent to which the pupils were capable of learning economics Was determined by .

evaluations included in standardlied, work sheets used-by the 47 participating
.teachers. Some of the concepts were the profit ritt':1' five, distribution of income,
economic growth, the price system, capital formatipn, specialization, division of.
labor, international trade, and money and banking. It was foimd that -teaching
effectiveness vatied with grade level. As might_ be expected, the 'higher the grade
level the .betterthe understanding of the concept. Darrin- noted 'that 19 concepts
Were suCcesSfulty taught in all the iradp.S..ancl:conctuded that more economics than

was currently. being taught could be;meluded in the elementary school. Better.
-geaching aids-were needed', however. ,

Thanks largely to Professor Law;rence Senesh of Purclut University (nOw'&

°
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- the University oeolO-tadid in Boulder), thoSe teaching aids were forthcoming. The
so -called ;Sene§h material's were scon. widely adopted and exendered furthex
research. lefferds ':(A Comparison of Two -Methods of 'Teiching
Economics inc.ntide One Ed.D. -dissertatiw,,i, University' of ,Califoinia at
Beriseley,.1966).ftinnd that.children using the gaesh. materials h' id no advantage
over these not. using them, in tertnS.of scores ort the Elementary EconOrnicS Test
(Forth A), 'and on the Lee Clark Redding_j_Zeadineslitest: One of the three psupil
groups had used ,Senesh's 04r .W:orkins World'packaged materials,. A second'
group, used them .only resourcelnaterials. The third gioup received regular
instruction in the same concepts c&esf..din the materials. The result Of this. study
revealno:significant differeVes among the three groups. " .

.46*e Other hand,A groupoof educatbrs in the Montclair, New Jers4apublic
schools :c.oneluded that pupils using the Senesh. materials were '.'signifitantly

, ,better thanthose not using them.3 A stni&ured i-nteriiew test was developed and
used with a randorn sample /he experimental and the control classes..
The chilciren:Wpre infervkWed, quid their responses were recorded on audiotape.
The taped CtonVersations..veile typewritten 'and evaluated judges, who cbncluded,
that the- classes using Senesh rnattrials .y-were super/or:, Obviously; there were
different variahles,*her than the materials being,:used, in the Jefierds'study as
cpnwared Wiiti-thOge in die-Montclair project. Perhapi the pupils and teachers in .

the two ipvestigations,differe:din frackgrdund and ability. The Montclair teachers,
had:received specigipstruction to help them to develop insights aboutthe concept.;
ta t.*hileteacfierS in the Jefferds study received no formal trainitigl.ln additiorr .

th Montelair teachers were visitxd irktheir clasSrobmslby thffrOject coordinator,
who offered "suggeSfitns and apprised /htm.of available rHaterials and aids. ;

The need for standardiZedtestaftheelemeritary level soon became apparent.
One of theeAiesretforis to construct a.test for young children was madeby Helen, °

F. Robinson (Learning Economic Concepts in.frie Kindergarten, Ed:D. dissertaz
tion, Columbia' University, 1963): Although Senesh'S material had not yet.ineen 146

published' by. Science Research Associate's, hismworls :.vas- becoming knoWn.
Drawing' upon Senesfe's early writings and upon' the well-known report of the,:
National Task Force on .Econolnic= Education, 'Robinson devised a test for
kindergarten` thilcirev wne'were 4,44 taught economic concepts. Experimental
and contrp'groups of eqbal size were iven a pretest and a posttest made up of ;
objects and .pictures -Which' could be -sorted into categories demonstrating the ,,2;
concepts to be testeff children weretested on an individual basis and, were

' asked to define the 4onCepits and explain why they-sorted the diijeCts as they did.
The difference between group was found to be statistically signifitalit., Urifortu

. nately, ROninsons testis probably not reliable anddoes not adequately saihple the
content of, today's primaryilevel.'econcrinics programs. RobinsOh's. pioneering

. effort hoWec/er.;c6destablishtharcenain economic conceptscan betadghttb some
-kindergarten children. We are still left, then, Without a.satisfactory test. or use in
kindergarten and4firSt grad; and stiff need to know much more about the
concept's that childien in.the earliast prithary grades can learn. 7

-

*Ls. nOt published. bueyjlil made available 1;y.the project atordinator. .

.Evelyn Foote.- 1. 1-..

_
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Another step in primary-school test development was taken by Sdl .SpeCri

(Concept- Learning in, Econonics -under Three Experimental Curricula, Ed.D.
dissertation, University of California at Los Angeles, 1967). His study was
designed tadivelop a test fof first -grade use and to cvaluate the.effectiveness of
the experimental and one control programs. An 41jective test was constructed
and validated by a jury of.;econornists: Four intact first-grade classrooms were
chosen for the 'study, with the classes randomly assigned to the various instuc-
tional programs. Program I incorporated new economics" bjectives and teaching
resburces into the existing first-grade social studies cun-iculum. Program II was the

. pilot Developmental Economic Education Program (DtEP) of the Joint C9until
on Economic Eduo tion, Program used the Senesh materials. The control
program was simply the 'regular sociallbstudies curriculum of the Culver City,

't,Califomia, school district Spears administered priltsts and posttests and found
that the experimental groups did significantly better than the control group, but that
there was no sigaificapidifferencetetween pupils in any of the threer.xperimental
classes, thit is, one experimental technique appeared to be as good as another. He
also noted that children from middle-level socioeconomic backgrounds scored
st§bificandy higherthan those from relatively low socioeconomic levels. Speais
categoriied his test items in accordance with Blooin's Taxonomy ofEducatiortal
Objectives and found that the expeitnintal pupils. did significantly better than the ,

controls on knowledge items-.. On application items, however, there was -no
*,significant difference. One conclusion, then,' was that first graders can learn some

basic economic concepts if exposed to appropriate instructional strategies and
,

materials.
,Other researchers have not been entirely satisfied with the Spears test and

continue to, question the feasibility of-testing knowledge of abstract economic
concepts on the part of children who cannot yet read. After the Senesji..materials,
had been obtained for use in 19 Salt Lake City schools during the 1965-66 school \

. year James?. Shaver and A. Quy Larkins of Utah State University prepared a test
to evaluate the effectiveness of the materials with economically deprived list and
second-grade 'pupils. Initially they wrote 250 items to test the major concepts

.stressed in the materials, but selected only 64 for final use. Multiple-choice items
confused the children, so a '1.-Seslor-no"4ormat was adopteti. Finding that young

, children tend to shout the answers when questions are read to them, Shaver and
Larkins changed all interrogative items to a declarative form. All itemswere to be

read to the pupils so that reading ability would not be aactor. Tlie.sult was the
Primary Economics. Grade, or PET-1. Pupils using the Senesh
materials were compared with those not using them. Unfortunately, it was not
possible to administera ptetest because the materials had already been introduced.
Another weakness was that the study was based up6n the use of the,laterials for
lesl than a year, whereas; the ideal situation inyolvesyearlong exposure. The Test t.
of General Ability (Science Research Associates) was administered to adjust group
means for differences in scholastic aptitude. Shaver and Larkins concluded that
pupilibsing the Senesh material did achieve significantly higher scores on PET-1.

Shaver and Larkins recognized that there were problems with their test. In a
"yes-or-no" test, young children are inclined to mark "yes": when they. are
guessing, for-example. Thus, Larkins decided to devote more research. tb 'test
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development. He finally- settled on a styes- or -no:' test with matched-pairs
Scoring. This-test requires the writing of "reversed items" for each concept or fact
being evaluated. For each "yes" Am there must be a "no" item testing the same"'
concept. The pupil must respond correctly to .both items, In addition, Larkins '
iitcluded some "all no" items and a multiple-choice picture test.

Pupils from 14 schools were selected for the experimental and control groups.
The "yes-or-no- test contained over 70 items-ease:I-Op-on Senesh's first-grade
material. Children were randomly selected frirn 43 classes in Utah schools. The
Test of General Ability showed that the random election had produced groups of
similar abilities. Only one of the tests wits used with these children. In order to
compare all the tests, Larkins set up a second study in which pupils from two Utah
school districts and one Indiaria district were involved. It was found that first
graders could learn at least some of the content of the Senesh material and that
mean scores for children using the material were significantly higher than for those
not using it. The concepts were not too difficult for first graders, and there were
appropriate concepts for the gifted, average and slow pupils.Larkins did not find
that the so-called optimal learning environment produced better results, but one
should not generalize from this conclusion because of thelimitations in the sample,
tested. The matched-pairs technique was found to be better than a simple "yes
or- no ''or "atl no" test. Larkins did not recommend the use of picture tests
because they are,hard td prepare and some concepts cannot be pictured.

Orus RL. Sutton (Graded Economic Concepts for Use in the Elementary
School, Ed.D. dissertation, University of Tennessee, 1967), selected 100 eco-
nomic Concepts and asked supervisors and elementary teachers to indicate whether

. or not they could be learned by elementary pupils. Tie 33 concepts-chosen by the
educators for use in the primary grades appear to have been covered in the Senesh
materials. An additional 42. concepts were chosen as being suitable for
intermediate-level pupils yThe respondents thought that seventh and eighth graders
could understand such sophisticated concepts. as the balance of payments. No
testing was done, however.

In the laie 1960s Richard B. McKenzie constructed a test to measure the
economic literacy of pupils in grades foir and seven (The Economic Literacy of
Pupils in the Elementary Grades; Radford, Va., Radford College, 1969). Pupilsin
one Virginia school system were tested with this 25-item instrument. Pupils at both.

grade levels did understand many economic concepts, although they also had
many misconceptions about our economy. The seventh graders did better than the
fourth graders (as expected)And the children -of prcifessional persons did better .

than those of nonpagessionals. McKenzie concluded that even without formal
economics instruction, significant improvements can occur between grades four
and seven and that "economics. can be taught in the elementary gradeS." The
pupils understood concepts relating to profit maximizatipn; supply and demand,
capital, produchNity 'and even the croselasticity effect. They also.hadsome :Try
unrealistic notiris, however. The McKenzie test does not appear to have been
used aside from this one project ilivolying 193 fourth graders and 218 seventh -

.grade.grade children:
Efforts at developing a suitable test for use in the primary grades culminated

in the:publicatiOn of the' Primary Test of Econonac Understanding, or PTEU, by.

le
.10
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Donald Davison and John Kilgore at the University of Iowa (New York: JCEE,
1971). After studying the work. of. Spears, Shaver and Larkins, Davison and
Kilgore chose the "yes-no, matched-pair" format for their 64-item (32 matched
pairs) test. These items were selected from among The 138 originally written and
tried with pupils. About 500 second graders from the Des Moines school system
were selected to serve as experimental and control subjects. Intact classes were
randomly assigned. One experimental group used Davison and Kilgore's The
Child's World of Choices (Iowa City; University of Iowa, 1968) along with the
accompanying teacher's guide and student activity book. A second experimental
group used the same materials, but their teachers received Special in-service
training as well. The control groups continued with their regular social studies
program. In all three groups there were classes made up of children of low
socioeconomic backgrounds (designafea as Target Area Schools) and of others
who were not categprized as economically, socially and cultUfally deprived. All
pupils-took the Test of Genelal Ability (TOGA) so that differences in ability levels
could.be identified. The PTEU was administered as a pretest and then again after

. .
five weeks as a posttest.

Both experimental treatments were found to be more effective than the
control method, but the two treatments appeared to be about equally effective, that
is, the in-service training 'did not seim to add anything. In all groups the nontarget
pupils achieved higher change scores than the target (low socioeconomic) chil-
dren. There was a very low correlation between scores on the PTEU andthe
age and sex. The PTEU was also found to be more closely related to information,
as measured by theiloOGA, than to reasoning. When .scores were adjusted for
differences in pupil ability as measured, by the TOGA there was no significant
difference between the target and nontarget pupils. The child's score on the PTEU
pretest appeared to be the best predictor of posttest achievement, but about 32
percent of the posttest score could be attributed to the pupil's ability as measured
by the TOGA. The conclusions were that young children can learn some economic
concepts and that there is a "close relationship-. . . betweetrmaterials provided for
ieachers and students and pupil growth in economic understanding" (Davison and
Kilgore, "A Model for Evaluating the Effectiveness of Economic Education in
Primary Grades," Journal of Economic Education, Fall 1971). In later research,
the PTEU has been used with third and fourth graders as well as with second
graders. It appears, to be a useful test, even though it was geared lately to The.
Child's Warld of Choices, and it can be used to evaluate elementary-school
economicirrograms and ,materials in. general as long as they cover the same
concepts it does.

One disturbing outcome of the Davison-Kilgore study was the finding that
in-service training appdared to make no difference. This seemed to suggest that the
large amounts of time, effort, and money devoted to workshops, in-service
courses, and institutes for teachers were being wasted. Is it enough to give teachers
effective materials without training in economic education? To answer this ques-
tion (among others), the Joint Council on Economic Education in 1972 designed a
complex evaluation study that eventually resulted in usable data from 75 different
classrooms in 24 communities in variousparts of the United. States. A total of 34
experimental and 45 control teachers participated, along with nearly 2,000 pupils.
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All the experimental teache,rs.had attended summer workshops as recipients of
Sears-Rdebuck 370undation fellowships and had 1...en trained both in basic eco-
nomics and in mothods of teaching it at their grade levels. An effort was made to
match the controlteachers with the experithental teachers, so that they would be of
the same sex and- about the same in age and teaching experience. The control
teachers had not atiended economic education workshops, and most had had no
formal courses in economics. Intact classes were matched by grade level, geog-
raphic area, and socioeconomic status, that is, the control class would be as much
like the experimental class as possible, butnot in the same school.

Early in the fall semester of 1972, pupils in second, third an4 fourth grade
took the PTEU and the appropriate form of the TOGA. Proctors were hired so that
test administration would be uniform and so that the teacheri of the experimental
and control groups would not know enough about the PTEU to "teach to the test."
Fifth- and sixth-grade pupils took the Test of Elementary Economics develope,c1 by .

the West Springfield, Massachusetts, school system: After teachers completed
their units in economics (or toward the end oirthe school year in the case Of those
who integrated economics into the curriculum throughout), the economics tests
were again administered as posttests. Change scores were computed-for each
pupil, and mean pretest, mean posttest, and mean TOGA scores were computed
for each class. Mean change scores were adjusted to account for differences in
pupil ability as measured by the TOGA. The possible impact of different textbook
materials being used by the pupils war also ta,Icen into account where possible.

Because the teachers had attended different workshops, and because the
workshops differed in length, content and approach, sepafate analyses were made
for each workshop. Teachers who had attended the Des Moines workshop ac-
counted for about half the pupil and teacher population involved, and presented the
best situation from the point of view of control. The results in Des Moines
indicated that pupils studying under workshop teachers learned significantly more
than similar pupils, using the same materialg, who were taught by teachers with
similar backgrounds but without the w.orkshop experience. In seven of the other
eight workshop groups; the pupils of the workshop teachers learned more than
similar pupils studying under teachers who had not attended workshops. Although
the experimental teachers had not been selected at random (a convenience sample .

had to be used), they appear to have.geen representative of the entire group of
fellowship recipients, at least as measured by the Test of Economic Understanding
(Science Research Associates). The mean posttest score and standard deviation for
the selected experimental teachers were practically identical with the mean posttest
score and standard deviation for the fellowship recipients as a whole. It is poSsible,
of course, that the superior results obtained by the workshop teachers are ac-
counted for by motivation or some other factor not considered in the study, but it is
probably safe to conclude that in most cases the workshop training did have an
impact on the pupils as well as the teachers (see An Evaluation of the Sears-
Roebuik Foundation Fellowship Program for Elementary School Teachers. New
York: Joint Council on Economic Education, 1973).

Several studies have been made at the Industrial Relations Center (IRC) of the
UniVersity of Chicago, regarding their economics programs for grades four, five
and six. One study was to test the efficacy of their Elementary School Economics

it: 4.
. _
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A
(ESE) program for lower socioeconomic level children (William D. Rader et al.,
Results of the Evaluation Study on the Elementary SchoOl Economics Conducted in
Pontiac, Michigan. Chicago:. Industrial Relations Center, n.d.). The ESE pro-

. grams for grades four and five were designed to be completed in 25 to 30 hours.
Two multiple-ahoice tests were developed for each program, with 27 items in the
fourth-grade tests and .24 in the fifth grade ones. Children of lower-level
socioeconomic backgrounds in Pon6ac, Michigan, were compared with middle-
class pupils in Vigo County, Indiana-. Pretests were alternately distributed so that
half of each class received one form and half received the other form. Experimental

_groups at both grade levels made significant' ains in economic knowledge: The
fourth-grade control group made no progress at all, while the fifth-grade control
pupils gained but not to the extent-achieved by the experimental children. Experi-
mental groups in both Pontiac and Vigo County made significant gains, but the
lower socioeconomic groups (Pontiac) achitved lower pretest and posttest scores
than the gniddle-income pupils.'

Another IRC study dealt with transfer and retention (William D. Rader et al.,
Results of the Evaluation Study Conducted in the. Vigo County Public Schools on
the Elementary School Economics Programs. Chicago: Industrial Relations Cen-
ter, 1967). One aim was to find out if exposure to the fourth-grade program
.affected the pupils when they later took the fifth-grade program;. another was to
ascertain how well the material is remembered over a year. Two groups were
.formed to measure the transfer effect, one being exposed to the fourth-grade
program and the other not. Pretest means did not differ significantly, but the
experimental group did much better than the control group on:the poSttest. About a
year liter,ttoth too' k.the fifth-grade pretest, anti the experimental group achieved ,a
signi4antly.higher mean:,-Then both hadthe fifth-grade ESE program and, after
six weeks;.. took. the fifth-grade posttekt:' Tlaiir posttest scores were practically
-identical..On the questiOn of retention, I th fourth- and fifth-grade programs were
considered. There was no significant di erence between mean scores of control
and experimental groups. The experimental pupils achieved a much higher posttest
mean, but the controlswho had not been exposed to the ESE progranididshow
impro)..emed;li. A year later, both fourth-grade groups were tested again. The
experimental group's mean score declined, suggesting that they forgot some of
their_learning. but the control group's mean score increased. Since the control
pupils hathnOt had the ESE program, the researcherS attributed the gain to the

acquisition of new leamings and maturation of reading skills. Yet, the experimen-
tal group's mean score was still significantly higher than the control group's. The
fifth graders also started at thesame level of knowledge, and the experimental
group scored a large increase while the control group's gain was modest. Ayear
later, the groups were tested again, with results sia-iilar to those fckind for the
fourth-grade pupils. Retention of the fifth-grade material was greater than that of
the fourth -grade material, however.

IRC studies have also concentrated on particular topicg. Testing control hnd
experimental groups in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, researchers fliund that fourth and
fifth graders can understand the concepts of specialization, the effects of speciali-
zation on the growth' of cities, and the related processes of marketing and produc-
tion (see Sharon I. Ritt, An Experimental Study of the' Capacity of Fourth- and

..
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Fifth-Grade Children to Understand Selected Economic Concepts," in Howard A.
Sulkin and Chana R. Friedman, Eds. , Resear.ch in Elementary School Economics:
Occasional Paper Number 30, Chicago, Industrial Relations\ center,. 1969).

\
The IRC's sixth-grade program was designed to be a self-contained entity

rather than a continuation of the fourth- and fifth-grade programs. Nevertheless, a
Ludy was made to see if exposure to economic instruction'infourth and fifth grades
fluences pupils' understanding of concepts when they reach sixth grade. A test
as administered to 1,326 pupils in Flint, Michigan, which covered such topics as -

ts, Work,nioney, consumption, saving, production and marketing. About half
di pupils had been-in the ESEfourth- and fifth-grade programs. This did not seem -
to influence or relate to economic understanding in grade six. Furthermore, no
evidence was found of the ,effects of age, sex, or environment on economic
underst;nding. :' .

\The factor of teacher training was also studied in one IRC research project,
with somewhatconftisinz teivilts..This study involved schools in_ six states. The

-income neighborhoods. The IRC'sSchool's were locay in higti-, taiddlit and
21 -w Economic Midi pregradt wa! ug the,47participating classes. Par-.
ticip.ati teachers wereaivided into three groups: "experienced" teachers,
"tram ' teachers with economic. 'education in- service training, and "non-
trained" \teachers with no e0on8rnic education training. The Otis - Lennon Test of
Mental. Ability war used to measure pupil ifitelligen.ce, and two economics tests
were developed for pire-rind poStrige. The 16 control claSses did not use the
program, Po expected:TuRils receiving economics instruction made greater gains
than the cOrtrols. This occurred regardlesS of socioeionomiclevel. Surprisingly;
among. the Ckintrol groups the low-lt<T1 one made a statistically significant gain,,.

\ the mile-level group regressed, and the gain of the upper-level group was
significant. At the .R per tocioeconomic\ level the "experienced" teachers

achieyed significantly 'better results, while there was no difference in results:
between:the \!`trained" and "nontrained" inexPerienCed teachers.Althe

:level there waszno significInt difference among the three categories of teachers. At
the lowJevel, both the "experienced" and the "trained" better than
the "nontrained." However; teacheik,with the one-day training did better than the
experienced hers. Thus, k seems that the ESE program can be taught en by

rience and no special training'. sChildren;at . three
rofit frig the program, but the upper-level is learn
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oices and wig* engingnew decisions that must be made. Such concepts as
e law of returns, economic growth, opportunity cost, social over-

head capital ggtgnd investment, specialization and exchange, prOductivity,

supply an NP, fixed and Variable costs, and profits are suppoied to-be
learned .b7 V`,---r.i,e games.

'C101 g the computer were compared with sixth graders being taught
the same.. i .s in the conventional way. In addition to pretests and posttests,
the agii4observed and-interviewed the -pupils. On the test associajed
with ., game the experimental group made significantly greater gain/ :

. scoret. e.Sietta Leone test, however, the control group actually did better,
difference was not'significant. After a lapse of several months the

v.-0,1 aitininistered againto determine retention. The control group had
rem., , more than the experimental group. An item analysis, on the other
harp swithat some concepts were taught more effectively by the game. The

4expe -;tal group did better on items based on graphical and diagrammatical
ns, while the cOntrolsdid better on factual items. Note, however, thatp .$1

group hgd spent more time studying the same .material. Good readers
ore. thin poor readers,. and bright students learned more from the games
less gifted.The .researchers claimed to have established the technical

es, and that the pupils enjoyed them and maintained '
st..Within rimental group, however; the greatest gains were

-theip'cliiitlien who had spent the least time at the computer. ,

J: Dooley' a comparison of fourth graders using the simulation game
'With acon lass being taught by the lecture method. The same teaches

aught th - . d the University of Chicago's elementary materials were
f th
.

e tests employed by Rader were used for pre- and posttest-

- the game did not make significantly higher-gain scores, but

4*-; ,".."117
a - njoy the experience morethan the control -pupils did (B. J.

-Dooley, 7.1') ; son of the Simulation Game Market and Lecture Method for

Teacbing e. ; notnicsConcepts to Fourth Grade Students, Milledgeville,
4....

Georicigs:gpt lege, 1968): .

.,,D*I'Lupher aid. Kenneth Light of Ohio University evaluated the pilot
of the TV program "Adventure: Economics" in the Columbus City

ese 15 telecasts of 20 minutesseach were designed for interinediate-

i 1,$ :; with the 'Content based upon Life on Paradise island by W. H. .
on and Roman F. War;nke (Glenview, Scott, Foresman, 1970). Fourteen

chools were drawn at random, and the nine most closely representing the total
school populations in racial composition, reading ability and verbal intelligence
were chosen for the study! The sixth-grade classes from these schools were then'

, randomly assigned to control and experiMental groups. The controls continued.
with their normal class routine 4which included some economics instiuctionywhile
the experimentals viewed the TV series. The Test of Elementary Economics (TEE) -

was used on a posttest-only basis. In an attempt to identify factors associated with
the pupils' economic understanding, multiple regression analysis 'was used to-

. examine age, sex; reading ability, 'verbal intelligence, and first - semester social
studies grades. Class size, the teacher's educational level, .and his or her
performance on the Test of Economic Understanding, course work in economics,
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and teaching experience were also taken into account. The experimental group.,
achieved a mean score only slightly higher than that of the control group , Some of
the control classes did -better than the experimental groups. Sex, verbal
intelligence, age, and school attended were major factors influencing pupil
achievement in economics. Merely viewing the TV series did not seem to produce
a highly significant change in pupil understanding, as measured by the TEE.
Finding considerable variation between classrooms, the researchers suggested that
there might be influential conditions they had not taken into account.

Marilyn Kourilsky of the University of California. at Los Angeles has done
research on her "mini-economic system" with. third- through sixth-grade pupils.
The mini-economy is neither a game or simulation nor a "make- believe"
economy set up in the classroom but a real-life social, political and economic
structure in Which the children make economic decisions as they develop firms and
sell goods and services.Econornic concepts develop naturally as scarcity becomeS
evident a classroom currency is created, production costs are encountered, un-
equal distribution of wealth emerges, capital must be raised, the need for banks.
arises, workers must be hired, a government '(complete with taxes and civil
servants)is formed, businesses succeed or fail, and so on.

Fourteen classes of about 36 pupils per class were randomly assigned to the
experimental or the control program, with the TestOk 'Elementary Economics
adininistered along with other instruments developed by Kourilsky and others.
Seven experimental teachers received 12 hours-of training in the mini-economy
modt1 and its-implementation, while the seven control teachers were:,told to teach
economics in their usual manner. Both groups then spent about ti,:o anclone-half
hours a week on economics for-ten weeks. The posttest-only4esign of the TEE was
used. On the economic concepts test the exiltrimental group achieved significantly
higher-scores. Five students from each class were randomly selected to take an oral
interview test on economic institutions. The responses were recorded and
-evaluated by judges who were not aware of the experimental variations. On this
test, the experimental group again achieved significantly higher scores. All pupils
took a locus-of-control test basedupon thelntellectual Achievement Responsibility
Questionnaire by Crandall, Katkovsky, ..and Crandall (see Child Development,
Vol. 6, Part I (1965),'9 r:109), but modified by Kourilsky to substitute economics
for subject Matter of a general nature. This test is designed to assess the degree to
which children see themselves as being able to influence the outcome of situations.
There was no significant difference between the two grpups on this test. Sex was
not a significant variable, although in an earlier study Kourilsky found that
fourth-grade giiis did better than fourth-grade boys in economic derstanding,
and although many studies have shown that men do better in a introductory
college course in economics.

Kourilsky felt that the need-to-know factor probably ex ains the superiority
of the experimental group, since those pupils had to learn many economic concepts
to function successfully in a highly competitive classroom economy. Sheso
thought that the experimental children would have done significantly better6n the
locus-of-control test if they had been exposed to the mini-economy for a longer
period. There were many unanticipated positive outcomes, such as "a high sense
of business ethics," improved math and language skills, the ability of -slow
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learners to achieve status, a sense that there, was "dignity in any job," and
"increased interaction among different ethnic groups." (Marilyn Kourilsky, A
Thst of an Econo-Social System in Elementary. chools, University of California at
Los Angeles. n.d. Also .iee Kourilsky; Beyond Simulation: The Mini-Society
Appl'oac,h to Instruction in Economics and Other Social Sciences, Los Angeles,
Educational Resouree AssoCiates, 1974.)

Summary
It is safe to,conclude that the research done in the teaching of economics at the

elementary-school level has established that children can indeed learn many basic
economic concepts, that a wide variety of instructional materials and techniques
can be used effectively, and that learning can be measured fairly precisely. As
noted e5lier, one of the missing links is a nationwide survey of the extent to which
economics is being taught in the elementary schools. Such- a survey would be
extremely difficult. Elementary teachers often have a great deal of discretion about
what they teach and how, at least after they Move covered the "essentials`' in the
curriculum. Thus.. an effort to obtain accurate information from state or local
education officials would probably not yield very reliable data. School principals
and local curriculum coordinators might have a better view of what is being done,
but economic-education specialists would actually have to examine classro.om
practices'at first-hand to get a truly-accurate picture. The teachers-themselves are
not always reliable sources of informatiot\ They sometimes teach economic
concepts without recognizing them as such. Elementary textbooks often contain
economic facts and concepts but theeacher does not realize that she/he is dealing
with the "dismal science" when those concepts are taught. Conversely; teachers
may claim to be teaching economics when they are not really doing so. Textbooks
authors sometimes err in denoting as "economics" facts and concepts no
economist would accept as being part of the discipline. For example, one project
submitted to the Joint Council's Annual Awards Program by an elementary teacher
listed as an "economic concept" the statement "There are many different kings of
birds." Although the elementary social studies textbook series have improved
greatly over the years in terms of economic content. it is not unusual to find equally
ridiculous errors. For an evaluation of elementary level material, see Donald G.
Davison, John H. Kilgore, anti Larry G. Sgontz, Economics in Social Studies
Texthooks: An Evaluation of the Economics and the Teaching Strategies in Social
Studies Textbooks, Book One: Elementary Grades ( 1-6) (New York: Joint Council
on EcOnomic Education. 1973):L-this has been supplemented and updated by the
same authors. (Report No. 2 Iowa City. University of lowa, 1975). Until such
time as all elementary school teachers are required to have instruction in eco-
nomics and in methods of teaching it (such a requirement exists in Arkansas), the
elementary social studies textbook series will be cif-critical importance in determin-
ing the extent to which children learn some basic economic The readability of
current textbooks may also be a problem, as suggested by C. *nneth Murray ( "A-
Note on the Readability of Economics Content.in Elementary Social Studies
Textbooks" Journal of Economic Education, fall 1975).' Murray states that the
reading levels in most books are too high_

Questions will continue to be raised, also, about the adequacy of_tests of
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,
economics at the elementary level. Most-of is were designed for use
with a particular program or set of materials iFusefulness with pupils
who are not exposed to thine programs and ma licauestioned. The norm
data available for some-of the tests are not adeq ome afalirinstniments were
not tried nationwide, but in geographic areas- w ch represent the
national population. Data are needed on the performance of pupils with reading
Problems, of different socioeconomic backgrounds, from different kinds of areas
(urban as opposed to rural, for example), of different intelligence, and so on. The
existing tests can be used, however, if theiesults are interpreted with great care.
The Davison-Kilgore Primary rest of Economic Understanding prob-ably has the
greatest universal appeal. It has been used with thousands of students and has
relatively good'norm data. The authors worked with the Joint Council. in develop -
ing a master cUrriculuinguide that identifies the facts, concepts .anci principles
suitable for the elementary 'curriculum (see A Frcimework for Teaching Eco-

, desiribed in Part I, above). .

Some 'goOd_work has redone at the elementary-school level. Butas the
Joint CounciVs Master Curric ..O'Guide is distribtited, as new materials for use in
the elementar)i grades are.createtas more teachers attempt to incorporate eco-
nomics in the curriculum, as deMands for accountability increase, and as problems 1.

and conditions in the schools change, the need for more. and better research and
evaluation will accelerate. .3
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PART IV .

Selected. Articles Relating
to Economic Education in

the Elementary School
6'

Becker, William E. , Jr., and Robert'W. Reinke. "What Economics Should the
Educator KnOw?" Social, Studies, 66 (September 1975), 195-204.

The authors identif efine and clarify a limited number of key economic .

concepts for elemen and secondary social studies. Suggestions for apply-
,' ing the concepts toa broad spectrum of persorial and socioeconomic issues are .

made. 'A rationale for teaching economics in grades K through 12 i&proposed.
)

Berkowitz, Mildred D., "Kids and Money: Teaching Real World Consumerism,"
Learning, 3.(April 1975)., 14-17:

An innoyative consumer economics curriculum for elementary -grades is
described. Suggestions for incorporating basic economic, concepts into the
curriculum are made and strategies for classroom application are discussed
with emphasis on the use of problem-solving and inquiry approaches to:
teaching.

1

BrulCer, R. M., "Economic 'Education in the Elementary School, " Peabody.
Journal of/Education, 47 (January 1970), 238-242..

`The timeliness ofintroducirig economics at the elementary level is discussed. r
, The author examines the need for an understanding of basic economic .

concepts (such as the role of money as a medium of exchange and the
operation of the bankifig system) at all level§7.of society. Other publications .
about money as a medium of exchange areriOted.

Bnini;:James V., and Helen Silverman, "Let's Do It! Introducing tonsumev
Education," Arithmetic Teacher, 23 (May 1976), 324-3.

.Gaming and simulation techniques in math are used to show how basic
ecorioinic concepts. can be effeCtively presented ir,1.11?e elementary grades. The
concepts of consumer, production, saving, spending and investment are
briefly treated to assist teachers in developing classroom activities.

Bryan, Billie; and Mary Ellen Ellis "E f,ritEconomics," Economic Education
Experiences of Enterprising Tedcrters, 13 (1976), 35-40.

Fifth-grade students are, introduced to the causes of inflation' through
simulation-gaming strategies. The authors. demonstrate how the study of
economics may be presented in the curriculum to help students to understand
social protfems.
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Burton, Grace M. ,'"Consciousness-Raising for YoUng Consumers," Children
Today, 4 (November/December 1975), 18-22:

Activities that promote children's awareness of consumer economic concepts
and issues are deScribed. Suggestions are provided on hOW elementary
teachers can develop problem - solving and mathematical skills through. study
topics dealing with children as consumers. -

Carson, Patti, Janet Dellosa, and Diane Greene, "Life in the. Real World-7
Ebonomics in Second Grade," ECOomic Education Experiences of Enterprising
Teachers, 13 (1976), 4-7.

In the claSsroom activities desoribeditere;pupils are given'an overview of the
U.S. banking system. Games, study topics, and group activides'are used to
teach about money, banks and the economy. The authors eiplain hops money
is createci and point out the iniportance of choice-making in deciding how
money income is allocated anong:Competing uses'. E

Coon, A., "Introducing the Economic World to Primary-Grade Pupils," Social-
Education, 30' (April 1906)2..253-256.

The importance of an early introduction of pepils tobasic economic questions
is stressed. The difficulties of such anundertaking. are'examined to assist
teachers in developing guidelines concerning the-scope and organization of an
economic education program.

"Curricular Approaches in Consumer Education," Social EduCation, 38 (October
1974), 524 -532.,

Various methods of teaching consumer education in:* secondary' school are
described. Examples of how specific consumer topics Can be included in

irs curriculum by each method are given.. Teamteaching, simulatiOn abet.gam-
ing,. and interdisciplinary methods, are 'among the different instructional
strategiis emphasized.

Darrin, "Canada, Our Northern Neighbor," Grade Teacher, 79 (March
1962); .94-98.

Basic economic Concepts are illustrated by comparing the Canadian and
American economies. The'articicontains detailed descriptions of learning
actinides for teachingeconomic conaptStS'and includes an annotated listing of
suppleirrentary ressougce materials An thetopic.

t
Darrin, G. L.,'"Why "We Wear What We:Wear When We Wear It," Grade
Teacher, 85 (February 1968); I24-128,'

Amexiinination of production and distribution in the clothing industry is used
to develop thestudent's understanding of fundamental economic concepts.
Primary attention i? givOL to "the' operationi ilaf the fOrces of supply and
demand and to the relationship betWeenTte level of industry demand and the
level of elnpt2ymeg in the industry. Suggestions for classroom activities are
also provided `1F
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Darrin, 6;,° 'You CanTeackplore Economics Than You Think: -Use Familiar
SituatioOs'AgtudY Complex Principles," Grade Teacher, 83 (February 1966).
82, 84, 92,94, 96.

This article contains descnptiOns of activities and techniques for teaching
economics in the elementary curriciTurrOrchiding variouStypes of sirnula-

'lions and role-playing exercises. It also contains descriptions of haw, elernen-
lary teachers can develop economic ideas in the classroom:

'Dawson, George G. '"Improving Economic Literacy New York Uirive'rsity
.Education Quarterly, 6 (Winter 1975), 19-20. °.

A plan is offered for infusing the school curriculum-iVith economics from they
early grades through college: A conceptual Gainework of econoinic educa-';
tion is presented with suggestions for classroom application of basic concepts
and practices.

Denny, NI. C. , "First Grade Economics Based on Division of Labor,"Instructor,
76 (January 1967), 67:

Specialization and the division of labor in the adult ,world are examined
-through analogy with the division of classrobm dutieSoamong snidents.. The.
authors summarizes the advantages and disadVantages of specialiiation;
points out the importance of interdependence, and ;discusses how basic
economic ideas can be applied to the,elemeritar3 social studies curriculum..

"Economics in Primary Grades," School and Society; 92 (October: 17; 964),
s. 284. °

Examples are given'of classroom 'activities: for teaching basic economic:
concepts- in the rifirhaiy grades. The concepts -of specialization, division of :
labor and ipterdeperidence are applied in a realistic' way to the everyday
experiences of children.The usefulnesS'of role-playing, and simulations and
sociodrama techniques for the teaching of economics is . explained.

"Economics for Tots to Teens." Bu:sineSs'Week, (4ine 13, 1964), 10.4.
A rationale is offered for teaching economic ideas and practices at all
eduCational levels. An attempt is made to explain how economics is as much a
part of a child's wofid as that of adultS. The primary focus is on the
importance of economics for effective' citizenship:- ..

Ferguson. C. A:, "Economics in Elementary Social-.Studies," Instructor, 75
(June 1966)! 34-35. 82.

An outline is presented ot course material to be covered i4ttte elementary.
grades. The authorIiononstrates how the study of economics may be inte-
grated into the curriculum to enable students to interpret social studies in the:
light of econornio,concepts...-1," o discussed is the relationship:between
international rade and historical Ilatterris of colonization.

. ig'Focusing on. Everyday Problems: Consumer ucanon;
(October 1974). 50P-505.
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'Stigges,tions for icip-Frperating,consainer,awareness into,high-#4601.civicS:'
and goveniinedi units of i truction are Made with special empbaiis on values

. :clarifiCdtioik.a41 the. and experiences of the student. A conceptual-
frarneworkTerccinsimier Ornics is discussed and strategies foi teaching,_ 4basic concepts ire offered

-

Gatnen,'W. M:, Di G. liaiwipd, Ir., "Econon*Cin Action': A Program.for
Youth,' Journal...at ExtensiOnr '14 ;(May/June-1,970}46-19.

ThiS article ondinesicurriculian p'rogranvhat SAks, to enallle young peOple.
. to understand Practices of business aniiindiistry. Originally con-
ceived at`tbe 1972 Rational 4-H 'Congress ttietto'grarn, was. expanded to
include the participation of' many "youth organizations. A format of four'
one -day economiCsmcidules is suggested. BuSiriesSmen'SinVolvement, local
advisory corriniittees,'-and coordination are importanr aspects discussed

"Gingerbread LeisOn,'''Newlweek; .63 (Mareh 3,0 ., 1964), 73: 4-
. An acikity.is,deScribedforieaching the concepts' of divisjon'of bor and..

specialization and. inteVependenee. The concepts are defined,- an pecific z, ..
instructions are tiven 69 hoW,to itse the activities in, the classroom: Some t
useful criteria' for evaluating the effectivenes(Of the activities are included.

.

-Gra9, .Polly M.; ",,E.conomick Throe& the Classroom Window," Economic
Education EilYerieiat,es Of EnterprisingTeaChers, 13 (1976); 30-34. .. -

, s: ., An activity is iia'aibell'for 'teaching the .concepts of scarcity, resources,..
. productiOn;;:arld specalizatioiCand division of labor. The construction of a

recreation Center near a schoOl_building is used to illustrate these economic... . . . ,ide-u, _
. b.

. wGriblin R. ,. .t*Ydu Cart:TeaCh;MoreE6onornics Than You Think: Staff a Busi-
nes," Grade Teacher,. .g ebruary 1966), 82; 84

Thethaaagement. of a re k business financed by 'the sale of ,stock is
'cliscussed'as it 'relates 'to the teaching of economic concepts.. The article, .

icontains spedific suggestions on.how to use gie activity in the classroom and
, includes an-extensive list of materials.in economic education.

. .- ,
4 Gross; J. M. "Econoftlics in the First Orade."Instructor, 74 (September 1964),
'6`3,76. ,. - -,0 -

i The orgartiza' n of a:classroom.toy store is shown to be a useful vehicle for ,
introducing giu ents to; economic Concepts such as profit and loss. Also

:- treated is thenatierofpbtaining loans to initiate a business Uhaertaking. The
elementary Teacher is introdUCed to the classroom use of, role-Playing and co.'

Prsimulation exercises.
. .. , ..

Hage; M.K., "BasiCEconomics;tlementary siyle,".Instruetor, 69,(May 1960);
.6, 72, . . .

This articlesumniarizes a disCussibn between aschoolprincipal and a teacher
'on the role -Of economics in the elementary curriculupt. Several possible,. ..

. .
.

.
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lteinative programs that can be used to increase students' econonuc
-:- standing are presented along with suggestions on the use4class projects and

audiovisual Mils.
we

Hendricles,-J. R., "Bottle Cap Economics," InstruZior 77 (January 1968), 35,
140.

A classroom experinift. t is described that demonstrates how money serves as
a medium of exchange and a store of value.A banking system is set up using

'bottle cap currency to illustrate the operation of financial ermedianes. The
article offers a rationale for the use of gaMes in elemen social studies.

Z. ..--
Hendridis, J. R., Ecobomics: kive Projects to Try, Twelve Ideas to
Consider," Instructor, 77 (October 1071,

. Five alternative approaches to teaching economics at tlid4ementary level art-
presented. Ways in which thestudy -of economics cad he incofporated into
various areas of the elementary curriculum are described. It is noted that
fundamental economictionceptstshould be itarodnced in such ,a faShion that
they relate to the student's everyday activities and experie'ces.'

Holland, Helen, "Economics is EverywhereA Project for Second and Third
Grades," Economic Education Experiences of Enterprising Teachers, 14 (197.7),
19-24. .

Children learn that economics Wart of eir everyday, life as keyloncepts are
applied to the study of the school. The corn epts of needs and waiWopportun-

-ity cost, speCialization, and consumer goods and services are examined.
Suggestiops. for classroom act vi,aes are mvided.

iv y

Jacobs, A. rir , "Economics Through Children's Books," Elementary English, 38
(January 1%1); 15-21.

The importance of including the study of economics in the elementary
curriculum is stressed. Jacobs shOws how children's books and other mate-
rials can be used to achieve this end. A useful annotate.bibliography of
children's books available forehis purpose ii'presented With a description of
the-economic concepts illustrated in each book.

Jarolimek, J., "SOCial Studies Education: T1ie Elementary School, Focus- on
Economics," Social EduCation, 32 (January '1968), 47-50, 59.

A discussion is presented of recent articles on the subject of introducing
economics into the elementary curriculum. The use ($f flow, charts and other
practical pictcirial material to teach economic concepts is examined. It is
intendied for elementary teachers who might wish to incorporate economic
learning' in the curriculum.

John, Mary Tyler, "Social Studies: Role Play Into Thinking," Instructor. 83 -
(March 1974),..56. . .

The importance of rolerpldying in stimulating analytical thinking is illustra-
ted. Students are assisted in seeking alternatives in the solving of an economic
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problem, and the longtrange effects of choice-making are consider-ea.
e . .

fJorkovic, J. M., "An Approacb to Incorporaiini-Economics in Primary Grade -

Social Studies," Social Education, 32 (January 1968), 51-53.
The author argues for the incorporation of economics into the primary-grade
'social studies program, and contends that an understanding of the market

- system will.enable students better to understand the role of both the individuak.
and the family in society."... `) -

Kastner, H. H. Jr., ''Modena Economics in Elementary Schools," National
Elementary Principal, 46 (September 1966), 20-22.

-An elementary-level economic educ,tion program in three parts is proposed.
A study of the role of money in society followed by an analysis of production,
distribution, business ethics, -and consumption choices is explained. The
concepts of specialization ancklivision of labor are described as well as trade .
patterns and transportation costs: An analysis of students' vocational aspira-. tions-and the roles their chqsen occupations play in the national economy at
large are discussed.
. --

Kelton, Dave, "Economics in the Elementary School," Social Studies, 67 (July/
August 1,976), 163 -164.

Fourth- and fifth grade students at Bulman Elementary School in Redford,
Michigan, learn economic concepts by selling potato chips. Company stocks
are sold and part of the profit is invested in a student-run bank that -has
checking accounts and issues monthly statements.

Kerton, R. R. , "What is Economics?'' Common Sense Economics. 1 (1973)-, 1-3.
This-author emphasizes the: importance of economic education and shows
how economics affects everyone in providing a conceptual framework for
rational decision-making. Suggestions are offered to -assist educators in
developing aiystematic program for economic learning in the elementary
school.

Kourilsky, Marilyn, "The Kinder-Economy: A Case. Study of Kindergarten
Pupils'. Acquit of Economic Concepts," Elementary School Journal. 77
(January 1977), 182-191.

A teacher-guided curriculum called Kinder-Econoniy is described in which,
basic economic concepts are introduced to primary-grade youngsters. The
program emphasizes decision-making; simulation, and active student par-
ticipation in,dealing with economic ideas related to-the real world. The author

.- also reports on an investigation of pupils' mastery ofconcepts presented in the
Kinder-Economy.

Kourilsky, Marilyn, and Jack Hirshleifer, "Mini-Society vs. Token Economy: An
Experimental Comp4rison of the Effects on Learning and Autonomy of Socially
Emergent and Imposed Beha4r Modification," Journal of Educational Re-
stiarch. 69 (July/August 1916), 376-381.



The authors dpscribe the results of a study designed to measure the effects of

two tieacher-training programs in economics for intermediate grades. Atten-
tion is given in particular to the impact of two different forms of behavior

modification on pupil achievement.

Lee,,Stewart, "Sources and Resources in Consumer Education," Social Educa-

tin, 38 (October 1974), 519-523.
This is 'a guide to evaluating high schoorconsumer education programs and to

'obtaining free or inexpensive materials for classroom use. An annotated list

of commercially available materials including periodicals, newsletters,
books, curriculum guides; and teacher resources, is provided.

411*
Lindfors, Maxine, "A Social Studies Contract oti Inflation," Economic Education -
Experiences of. Enterprising Teachers, 13 (1976), 14-18.

. Third-grade 'pupils are introduced to the meaning of inflation and how the

value of the dollar is determitted..The Usefulness of group discussion,
techniques for teaching economic concepts is explained. Children diss-over

that they are active participants in the economic system.

Lowenstein, Morris R., ',Teaching Strategies forDiscussion-of Quality of Life vs.

Gross National product,' Social Education, 37 (November 1973), 609-611.
The importance of presenting all aspects ofacontroversial economic issue in
the classroom is stressed. The main subject is the conflict between economic

growth and the, uality of/iife. Different approaches to presenting thisstudy _

topic to elenientary-school children are outlined:

MC.Allister; A. "Economic Education, A New Horizon,"Instructor, 73 (January

1964), 7, 15.
Recent developments in economic education for the primary grades are
discussed with emphasis on the results of recent research. Strategies and
suggestions for teaching economics are offered to assist curriculum develop-

ers in designing programs foUhe eleRientary schOol.

McAllister, A., "Economics for Your Classroom,'-' Grade Teacher, 82 (De-

cember 1964), 68-70.
The 'strategy of introducing eight -year -olds to economic concepts through
discussion of the students' parents' occupations is described. Examples of
how specific concepts can be introduced by thiS "method are given and the use

of games and s'mulations as instructional technique is emphasized.

McAllister, A., ping Children Understand the Workaday Worldof Adults,"

grade Teacher, 8 February 1965), 44 -46. .

An ettplaneivin f the economic role of production is given along with a
description of how the market system operates to decide what commodities
wits be produced, how these goods will be produced, and how much will be

.
produced of each. It is observed that this presentation can be made more
effective through theusc of classroom demonstrations and tours of business

firms.
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McAllister, A. "Tetching Profit to Second Graders," Grade Teacher, 82 (March
.1965), 68-70.

conceptVarious classroom techniques for introducing second-graders to the concept
of profit are discussed with particular attention to how these can he facilitated
by group paqicipation. The article concentrates on the use of variousroleL
'playing activities at the faementary level.

Marshall, E. M%., ; Economic's for First Graders,"
1968)4,41, 62.

The probleijkilmaking rational economic chol
satisfy unitmite 4. wants using limited natu

Instructor, _78 (November

s in seeking the best way to
sources is employed to

introduce s to a variety of econontic concepts. The article contains
matiy suggestions on how to use class participation 'exercises to teach
economic concepts.

Martin, B. J., "Economic Education," illustrated Education, 58 (February
t'470), 241 -243.

!This author examines the economic education progranrused in theRockford,
Illinois, schools. It is noted that although "economic educatidp" is not
actually listed avartof the course of study, students are introduced to a wide
variety of econie6 phenomena, many of them through tours Of local busi-
nesseis.and financial institutions.

Nauman Nancy, ':Nineteen 'Entrepreneurs aid' One Bullish Teacher," Learn-
ing. 4 arob 1'976), 18-24.

I A discussion is provided of a s-iiiiulation activity developed by a third-grade
teacher and designed to inttuce children to basic economic concepts. The

Narticle*Contains suggestions, for teaching money-management ideas and an
explanation *hrls.v simulation games can be effectively used in the

I classroom. '4".:
1,

tYNeill B., and Richard Newton, "EconomicsForgotten Social. Science
in Today's 1..1.S:!1-1i story Books," High School Journal. ,58 (March 1975), 274-
283.

ti The authors evaluate the treatment of economics content emphasized in high
school American history textbooks. Guidelines and suggestions for analyzing
the appropriateness and accuracy of economic concepts and principles are
provided: The importance of economic education'in the teaching of-social
studies is pointed out.

Radar, William D,. "Consumer Economic-A Fonr-part Workshop for Teachers,
Part 3: PrOtect Yourself." Instructor. 83 (December 1973), 4951.

The author describes an instructional training program .in consumer eco-
nomics for elementary' teachers. The importance of introducing consumer

,

economics into the curriculum is discussed and examples of activities for
helping children to understand important concepts are presented.
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Robinson, H.:e.7"Clarifying Ideas in the Kindergarten," Instructor, 73 (May
1964), 32, 95.

The author explains how questioning techniques can be employed by teachers
to clarify and articulate economic ideas children express. Techniques are
defined and examples given to assist the teacher in relating children's experi-
ences to the economic world ip which they live.
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Senesh, L.; "Economics of the City; Grad 'ice.,. er. 81 (December 1963), 30, '-

7942. ' ?P=.;.,,.i'

The concept of the division of labOr is prss*tited in a discussion of city living.
habitS. The author also diSeusses ways ofintegrating instruction in economics . .

,

into social, studieS curricula.'-N

Senesh, L.. a GOld.mith Becomes a Banker..- InstruCtor, 73 (February
1964). 38;39. . -

it
A selection of economic cohcepfs that should be understood by students as
.prorter packground for education at the secondary. level is proposed and
examined, .Attention is given in particular to :methods by which pictorial'
material can be used to facilitate presentation of the principles chosen for -. .

. -. .analysis. . .. . .

.,..- -
- _ , .

Senesh, L. , "Shoard Father Fix the Si nlc? 'instructor. 73 (April-1-964), 116-118:
Different concepts of "costs' are discussed, inciuding a tialment of both the

1 nOtion
.

of opportunity costs and the measurement of moteDtarjr cost. Sugges-
4*._i tions are , made fpr pictorial. presentations. to accompanyany the material

. --:---- oxarniried'. .
N. 1

o
Senc,§h, L.. "Trading,Wittiout Money; Trading. WithNoneyginsiructor.-13 :.
(December 1963), 84-85, 8$!. -, .1. i .

..
,:

'f A pictorial- presentation .to demonstrate the different uses OK money is;
proposed with particulaiaqention to hioney'.s role as a radium of change:.- ..,'

. - . Seivesh provides a nontechnkApplanation of basic concepts and teDw they' .4
. . c , .

can.be attlied to the elemefira6 scheol ,program. %,. . .- :, . , r .,
., .. . -L / ,... . .

. .
. :Senesh,4EZ: "The ups and Downs. ofr.,Mr ; Boot,': Instructor. 73 (October 1983),,

; ...,..:- ., ..
40-41'447. Z., tr , , . . s ., 4,, . 4,.. .
, l'The auftr.describes a,gictorial presentation to be used in demonsfratingthe7: ct..

,7.0. . likes pia)/ prices and price chanies in-a maikeeecOrio/iy: Prices 4e..,-:.,.
. shown utbe s of consumers' wishes which.act to stimah* (or d4cOur:,'

'
.--.

articular pl-oduots,.. .." .: ' ' ,7-:'-'-i:. =::-.... age) tIr production o
rr...i.; .4. ,,,

;;TI4ompson, D. nctiit, x01ion. "GMierbreadand 8conoritis,"Wis?onsan .-- .
...h.,

' 'Yournarof edit on. 98( 1966), 7, 9.' : 4 .

Ths.cchircept:efiefficien and the problems ofvrodu;tionitikNitrodi.soed:".- ..

Special attention is given to the concept of specialization ihrotigh-division of.."
Tabor b

-.-

con*tinndividual Ian t tecthiques Pn4assem ny litre
."metbods 'used in, n' production. i ' .'

.'.

". * %.... _ ,.... . : ../_4

Trazier The Ne mentry School' Associatioan for Selpervision and Cili.--...

.riciiluM ,Devilop t, National Educati()% AssociatiO0..1,9.68:. 3
A-discussion of the'froposed elementary education program in social stutiliW
dev d by the nivesity ofielfinnesotais provided.Emphasiiis put on the

.-
. inter Fik re of the prOgram, of which econo is regarded as an,

irtie rte' -. r em3 of! desien4,implementation a' evaluation are de-
secribe

t
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Weaver. V. P. "Social Concepts for Early Childhood Education," Education
Leadership. 22 (February 1965}, 296-299. 343,.

The author's premise,is that elementary-schbol children can learn fundamen-
tal economic ideas related to their experiences. Guidelines for incorporating
economics into the curriculum and planning classroom activities are
disCussed and suggestions ae.,provided for helping students better' to
understand the economic woiYd in which they live.

Wing, R. L:. "'Computer-Controlled Economics Games for the Elementary
school," Audiovisual Instruction. 9 (December 1964), 681 -682,.

The elementary teacher is introduced to the classroom use of computer games
- and simulations for" teaching economic concepts. The author explains the

economic ideas emphasized and gives descriptions and uses of severalgames.
The article stresses the importance of using games as a method of instruction.
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PART V

t Journals and Bulletins
. .RAJ .2

ACEI YearbooMssociation for Childhood Education International, 3615 Wis-
consin A e NW, Washington, DC 20016.

American Child Magazittc. National Child Labor Committee, 145 East 32nd
Street, New York, NY 10016.

American Liir:rTes. Americk Library Association, 50 East Huron Street,
Chicago, IL 60611.

American Literature. Duke University Press, College Station, Box 6697
Durham; NC 27708.

The Booldist. American Library Association, 50
60611.

uron Street, Chicago, IL

Canadian Library Journal.. Canadian Library Association, 151 Sparks Street,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIP 5E3.

Catholic Library World .2atholic Library Assoliationz461 West Lancaster Av-
enue, Haverford, PA 19041.

Center for Children's Books, Bulletin of the. Unviersity of Chicago Press Journals,
5801 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, 11;60637.

Child Development Publications. University of Chicago Press Journals, 5801 Ellis
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637.

Childhood Education: _Association for Childchood Education International, 3615
Wikonsin Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20016.

Children Today. Office of Child Development, Department Ofl-lealth, Education
and Welfare, 400 6th Street SW, Room 4117, Donoho4 Buildipg, Wash-
ington, DC 20201 _,

DobleAWorld N.Vtory o} Youth Periodicals. Scholastic Magazines, Inc., 50
West 44th Street, Newitiock, NY 10036.

.

English Journal. N nal Cciuncil of Teachers of English, 1411 -Kenyon Road,
, I

U r b an a , IL 61 t
4tk
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.

Library JournalThe Book Review. R.R. Bowker Company, 1180 Avenue ,f,the

Americas, New York, NY 10036. yt

New York 1.3.4iew of Books. 250 West 57th Street, New York, NY16019.

PlaY4e Drama Magazine for Young People. 8' Arlington Street', Boston., MA
02116:

Publishers WeeklynForecasts. R.R. Bowker COmpany, 1180 Avenue of the
Ameria405ew York, NY 10036.

Reading Teacher: . 11iternational Reading Association, -.:800 Barksdale Road,
Newarki9DE 197

RQ-. ReferenCe Services Division, Americqn,Library Association, 50 East Huron
Street,Chicago, IL. 60611.

. (.)

School Library JournalThe Book Review: R.R. BOwker Company ;1180 Avenue
of the Americas, New York, NY 10036. _

4

Science & Children. National Science Teachers Association, 1742 Connecticut
Avelnie NW, Washington, DC 20009.

Wilson Library Bulletin. Wilson Company, 950 University Avenue,
Bronx, NY 10452.

Young Readers Review. Box 100, Greinfield Park, NY 12435.
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PART VI

Professional Organizations.

American Covicil on Education, 1785 Massachusetts Avenue NW, Washington,
DC 20036.

American Library Association, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, IL 1

AssoCiation for Childhood Education InternationaL.3615 Wisc sin Avenue NW,
Washington, DC 20016.

Catholic Library Association, 461 West ytritaster AVenue, Haveiford, PA 19041.

Center for Children's Books, l.fniveriry of Chicago Graduate Library School,
:Chicago, IL 60637.

Child Study Association of Anierica, 9 East 89th Street, New York, KY 10028.

Children's Book Council, Inc., 175 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010.

Children's Services Division, American Library Association, 50 East Huron
_ Street, Chicago, IL 60611.

'International kteading Association, 800 Barksdale Road, Newark, DE 19711!

Joint Council on Economic Education, 1212 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
NY 10036.

National ,Council for the Social Studies, Stlite 406, 2030 M Street NW,
Washington, DC 20036.

National Council of Teachers of English, 1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, IL 61801:

National Education Association, 1201 16th Street SW, Washington, DC 20036.

National Science Teacheis Association, .1:742 Connecticut -Avenue NW, Wash-
'ingtori, DC 20009.
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PART VII

Bibliographies

Some of the boa's may be ,cut of prim. However, they may be available in
school or public libraxits:

Adventuringw,itirBooks. C on Press, Division of Scholastic Magazines, 50

West 44th'Street-New ork, NY 10036.

American Historical Fiction and Biography for Children and Young People.
ScareciPress, Inc.,Subsidiary of Grolier inc., 575 Lexffigton Avenue,

NeC'York, NY 10022.

Best gooks fok.Children. R.R.,13owker Company, A Xerox Publishing Company
1180 Aveiiiie of the Americas, New York, NY 10036.

Best - Selling Children's Books. Scarecrow Press, Ins., 575 Lexington Avenue.
Neyi York, NY 10022.

A BoOk of Children's Literature.-Holt, R_ inehart & Winston, 383 Madison Avenue,

New York, NY 100.17.

Bo.ok Selection for Schol Libraries. H.W. Wilson Company, 950 University .*:"

Avenue, Bronx, NY 10452.

Books for Bo;7 apdGirls. Ryerson Press, Toronto, Canada.

-

Books. for Elementary School Libraries: An Initial Collection. American Library
Association, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, IL 60611.

Children's Books. U.S. Library of Congress, Washington, DC 20013..

Children's Booki Awards andPrizes. Children's Book Council, Inc,,4750Fifth
Avenue, New York, NY 10010. i!

Children's Book for $1.50 or Le )
Education

(Good and Inexpensive Books for Children.
Association for Childhood Education Intentitional, 3615 Wikonsin Avenue.
NW, Washington, DC 20016.

..../
Children's Books in Print (annual). -R.R. Bowker Company, 1180 Avenue of the

. Americas, New York, NY 10036.

Children's Books of the fear. Child Study Association-of America, 9 East 89th

Street, New York, NY 10028. , ,

-
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Children'sBooks to Enrich fite Social Studiesfor the Elementary Grades. National
Education Association, 1201 16th Street NW, Washington, DC 2006.

Children' s Boob Too Good-to Miss. University Press Book Service, 302 Fifth
Avenue, New York, NY 10001.

Children's Catalog. H.W. Wilson Company, 950 Univrsityiv'enue, Bronx, NY
10452.

g

Children' s Literature. Wofford College Library,,Spartanburg, SC 29311.
4. 0

Children's Literature-A Guide to'ReferenciSources. . U.S. Library of Congress,
Washington, DC 20013.

ichEdren' s Short Story Index for Special Holidays.
18 Southwest Park, Westwood, MAip2090.

Elementary SchOol Library Collection. Bro-Dart
Avenue, Williamsport, PA 17701.

Famous American Books. McGraw-Hill Book Co. ,

New York, NY 10020.

F.W. Faxon Company, Inc.,

FoUndation; 1609 Memorial

1.221 Avenue ofthe Americas,

Fanfare . . The Horn Book' s List of Children's Books. Horn Book, Inc., 585
Boylston Street, Boston; MA 02116.

Gateways to Readable Books. H.W. WilsOn Company', 950 University Avenue,
Bronx, NY 10452.'

. .
.. 1A Guide toWort-Sixist Children's Books. Academy Press, 1 A`eadenigatte,-

Sonoma,---CA 95476.

The Hornbook. Horn Book, Inc., 585 BoylstOStreet, Boston, MA 0211§.
.

Introducing BookiLA Guidefor the Middle Grides. R.R. Bowker.Company, 1180
Avenue of the Americas, New York; NY 1003.6.:

p'Wrback Books for Childien. American Association-of Scipol Librarie es, 50 fast
kjuron Street,' Chicago, IL 60611.

!Reading Aroun4 the World. International Federation of Library Associations, 12
. Vine Court Road, Sevenoaks, Kent, United Kingdom.'

The School Library Book Rei;ieW. R.R. Bowker Company, 1180 Avenue of-the
...Americas,iNew York, NY 10036.

4.



Selected Lists of Children's Books and Recordings. American Library Associa
c..

tion, 50 East Huron' Street, Chicago, IL 60611.

Selecting Materials for School Libraries: Guidelines.ald Selection. Sources to .

Insure Quality Collections. American Assciciation-cif School Librarians, 50

East Huron Street," Chicago, IL 60611';

Sources of Good Books and Magazines for Children. International Reading As-

sociation, 800 Barksdale Road; Newark, DE 19711.

Stories-A List of Stories to Tell and to Read Aloud. New York Zublic Library, -

Office of Children's Services, Fifth Avenue and 42nd Street, NeW York,-NY

10018.
.

4.

Stdries Children Need. Milton Bradley Co., Springfield, MA 01101.

Stories w.Tell,. Enoch Pratt Free Library, 400 Cathedral Street, Baltimote, MD

- 21201

Story - Telling for You. Antioa Press, Yellow Springs, OR 44242.,
, e

Subjeit and Title Index to Sh.ort-Stories for Children: American Libraryk+Socia:
tion,'50,East Huron Street , Chicago, _IL 6061 i .

Subject Collections in Children' s Literature. R.R. Bowker Company, 1180 Av-

en4eibf the Americas, New York, NY 10036. .
.

SUbjeci Guide to Children's Books in Piint. R.R. BoWker COmpany,118,0Avenuest

of the Americas,' NeW York, NY 10036.
.1

Subject Index to Books for Intermediate Grades: American Library AsSociadon;

50 East Huron. Street, Chicago, IL 60611.

Subject Index to Books for ,Primary Grades. American Library ASsoCiatiat, 50

East Huron Snle,et, Chicago, IL 66611.

Tellers of Tales. Franklinkiatts., lac., 845 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022.

World History ill Juvenile, Books.: A Geographical and Chronological. Guide:

H.W. Wilson Company, 950 1.1niversity Avenue, Bronx, NY 10452.



PART; VIII r --=

Names and.AddlieSse's ofPubliMers
>

ce

.Melard-Schturnan 7- -C.

.606 Fifth Avenue ,

'New York, N.Y 10019 .

Abingdon Press '
201.8th Avenue gout
Nisfiville, TN.37202.

. -

Addison-WesI4 Publiiping Co., ;
Inc.

Jacz;13 Way .

RedingMA 01'867.

Ameiican Hefitage Publishing CA:,
-

10 Rockefeller Plaza
New York," NY,10020

-Atheneumfublihers
122 E,ast..42nd Street.' *.

New-York'? 14Y t0017

*Igkanefic PreA
\

-10300 West Ro6sevelt it*
Westchester, IL 6015'3:r f

Carrielol (Avon Books)
959 8th Avenue
IiewYork, NY 10019,

Book's; Inc....
24I first. AVerie North

,IyIiniteiPplise MN X5401

r

Cliildrens Press, Inc;<,,
1224, Waf Van t3ureh-Street-:.

-Chitag6, H. 60607.

'Child's World
'-'1556Weatlierswne,i.ane

'Elgin,

Coward, McCann & Geoghegan,
Inc.

200 Madison Avenue
New York, ;s1Y 100163.

.

r
press '

. Imprint of Maciniltan Publishing:
. go., Inc:
&66 Third Avenue

. New. York; NY 10022
CD

-Thomas Y. Crowell Company '
Div, of Dun-ponnelley Publ. Corp.
666ifth Avenue
New York,NY 10019'

Crum Publishers,:Inc.'s
1 Park Avenue _

Dlekv. York, NY 10916

Press'
1.Dag Harrunarskold Pliza
(245 Easy 47th Street)
New York, NY. 10017

.
- Doubleday &

.24.-Park Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Elk-Grovetigooks
Div.. Of . ldrens Presg,. I nc:
1224 West Vannaren 'Street

...Chicago; IL 60607:- .-

Fairar,.Straus & Girbux; Inc,.
19. Union SAuare West
New York-,:NY 10D03

Follett Corporation ='
=7 10,10 We:it Washington Boulevard

-y (,Chi5ago, II: 60697 -



Four Winds Press -

Imprint of Scholastic Book Services
50 West 44th Street
New York, NY 10036

Golden Press
Div. of Western Publishing Co:, Inc:
850 Third Avenue
New. York, NY 10022'

Grossett & Dunlap, Inc.
51 Madison Avenue
New York, NY,10010

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
757' Third Ayenue
New York, NY 10017

Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc.
10 East 53rd Street
flew York, NY 10022.

Harvey House, Publishers .

Div. of E.M. Hale& Company
20 Waterside Plaza
New York, NY 10010

Hawthorn Books, Inc.
260 Madison Avenue
New York,-NY 10016

Herald Press
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683.
4
Holt, RinefiaR&-Winston
383 Madison Aventee
New York, NY 10017

HoUghton Mifflin Company
1 Beacon Street.
Boyon, MA 02107

The John. Day Company, Inc.
Division of Ihtext Press
666 Fifth Avenue
New York; NY 10010\

92 '

Alfred A..1(nopf, Inc.
Subs. of Random House, Inc.
201 Eas t 50th Street

o New York, NY 40022

Lerner Publications-Company
241 First Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55401

J.B. Lippincott Company 4.
East Washington Square
'Philadelphia, PA 19105

Little Brown & Company
34 Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02106 r.

Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co.
Div. of William Morrow & Co., Inc.
105 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Robert B. Luce, Inc.
2000 N Street NW
Washington, DC 20036

MacDonald Publishing Co. Inc.
8201 Hunting Hill Lane
McLean, VA t2101

McGraw-Hill Book Co.
-1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

Macmillan, Inc.
866 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Melmont 'Publishers
Subs. of Childrens Press
1224-West-Van Buren Street
Chicago, IL 60607 .

Julian Messner -

Division of Simon & Schuster, Inc.
1230 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020



William Morrow & Col, Inc.
Subsj,.of Scott,,Forestnan & Co.
105 *Madison Avenue

-New York, NY 10016

C
National Geographic Society
17 & hi Streets NW
Washington, DC 20036 -

. .

Noble
\

Noble Publishers, Inc.
1 Dag. iammargkjold Plaza

.New Y rk; NY..10017

Pantheo Books, Inc.
Divisio of Random House, Inc.

Eas 50th Street
-IC New Yo ;NY 10022

Parests' agaiine Press

Di
ryRarents' Magazine

ses, Inc.
52 Vande 'ilt Avenue
New Yor u NY 10017

Platt & M nk
Div. of Qu stor Educatioiffroducts

.Co.
1 0 5 Bro ,River Avenue `4
Bronx, NY 10472

Prentice-Hal , Inc.
Englewogd liffs, NJ 07632

G.P1 Putnam's Sons
200 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Raintree:Publishers, Ltd.
205 West Highland Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53203

Rand McNally & Company.
Box 7600
Chicago IL 60680

Random House, Inc.
201 East 50th Street
New York, NY 10022

e.'

1

Readers' Digest Press
Dist. by T. Crowell Co.
200 Park Avenue
New YorIC, NY 10017

Reilly & Lee Books
Imprint of Henry Regnery Company
180 N. Michigpn Avenue
Chicago, IL 60601

Scholastic Book Services
50 West 44th Street
New York, NY 10036

Scott, Foresman & Company
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

Charles Scribner's Sons
597 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017

The Seabury Press, Inc.
815 Second Avenue
New York, NY 10017

Simon & Schuster, Inc.
1230 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

The Viking Press, Inc.
625 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Franklin Watts, Inc.
Subs. of Grolier Inc.
730 5th Avenue
New York, NY 10019

e.

The Westminster Press
Witherspoon Building, Room 905
Philadelphia, PA 19107

' Albert Whitman & Company
560 West Lake Street
Chicago., IL 60606
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